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by Jonathan Peter Williams
This thesis looks at two disparate problems relating to Shottky groups, and
in partiular what it means for a Shottky group to be lassial or non-
lassial.
The rst problem fousses on the uniformization of Riemann surfaes
using Shottky groups. We extend the retrosetion theorem of Koebe by
giving onditions on lengths of urves as to when a Riemann surfae an be
uniformized by a lassial Shottky group.
The seond setion of this thesis examines a paper of Yamamoto ([40℄),
whih gives the rst example of a non-lassial Shottky group. We rstly
expand on the detail given in the paper, and then use this to give a seond
example of a non-lassial Shottky group. We then take this seond example
and generalise to a two-variable family of non-lassial Shottky groups.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Shottky groups were rst onstruted by Shottky in 1882, but were not
studied in greater detail until work of Chukrow [13℄, Maskit [26℄ and Marden
[25℄, along with others, in the late 1960s/early 1970s, and then more reently
by Maskit [30℄, Hidalgo [16℄ and Tan, Wong and Zhang [39℄ in the 21st
Century.
A Shottky group is dened by its onstrution as follows. Let D be a
region on the Riemann sphere bounded by 2n disjoint simple losed urves,
C
1
; C
0
1
; :::; C
n
; C
0
n
. The C
i
s are paired to the C
0
i
s by loxodromi Mobius trans-
formations, 
i
, suh that 
i
(C
i
) = C
0
i
and that 
i
(D) \ D = ;. If   is the
group generated by the 
i
then   is a Shottky group. Alternatively a purely
loxodromi, free, nitely generated Kleinian group with non-empty domain
of disontinuity is a Shottky group [26℄.
A Shottky group is lassial if there exist some set of generators for the
group suh that there exist a set of urves C
1
; C
0
1
; :::; C
n
; C
0
n
as above suh
that the urves are Eulidean irles. Marden, [25℄, showed that not every
1
2Shottky group is lassial. Zarrow, [41℄ laimed to have disovered the rst
expliit example of a non-lassial Shottky group, but this was later shown
to be lassial by Sato, [35℄. The rst expliit example of a non-lassial
Shottky group was given by Yamamoto [40℄.
In Chapter 2 we disuss some of the bakground of Shottky groups, look-
ing initially at Kleinian groups as a natural preursor to studying Shottky
groups. After looking at Shottky groups in general we look at some of the
reasons why deiding if a Shottky group is lassial or not is far from triv-
ial. We also disuss Koebe's retrosetion theorem, whih shows that Shottky
groups an be used to uniformize Riemann surfaes. With this in mind we
give some bakground on Riemann surfaes and ring domains. We nally
disuss non-lassial Shottky groups in more detail.
Koebe's retrosetion theorem states that all losed Riemann surfaes an
be uniformized by Shottky groups, and it has been onjetured that every
losed Riemann surfae an be uniformized by a lassial Shottky group.
In Chapter 3 we work towards this by showing that there exists a value k
suh that a Riemann surfae of genus g with g homologously independent
simple losed urves of lengths less than k an be uniformized by a lassial
Shottky group.
It is partiularly diÆult to deide if a given Shottky group is lassial
or non-lassial, and there are many questions for whih more examples of
non-lassial Shottky groups would be useful. For example it is not known
what properties Riemann surfaes uniformized only by non-lassial Shot-
tky groups have, or even if there are surfaes whih only have non-lassial
uniformizations. As mentioned there is only one known example of a family
3of non-lassial Shottky groups, given by Yamamoto. His paper [40℄ is not
partiularly easy to read, with many details omitted or left for the reader.
We begin Chapter 4 by rewriting Yamamoto's paper with a dierent order,
with details inluded and with any typographial errors orreted. We then
go on to use this proof as a skeleton to nd another family of non-lassial
Shottky groups, and then to generalise this approah to a two variable fam-
ily of non-lassial Shottky groups. We give the expliit bounds on the two
variables in Appendix A.
Finally in Chapter 5 we disuss two areas for further study. We inves-
tigate nding inequalities involving xed points and multipliers of Shottky
generators whih allow us to deide whether that given generator set has
a set of lassial SG-urves. We also disuss the eet of applying Nielsen
transformations to the generators of Shottky groups, using the onstrution
of Chukrow [13℄, and build a graph analogous to the Andrews-Curtis graph
for Shottky generators. We mention some interesting questions about this
Shottky graph, and suggest that questions on Shottky groups might be
answered by studying the Andrews-Curtis or Shottky graphs.
Chapter 2
Bakground
2.1 Kleinian Groups
We begin by dening Kleinian groups, and some important properties of
these groups. We use [28℄ as a soure for this setion.
We denote the extended omplex plane C [ f1g as
^
C . Mobius transfor-
mations are then dened as maps f :
^
C !
^
C of the form
f : z 7!
az + b
z + d
where a; b; ; d 2 C and ad  b = 1. If we regard straight lines in C as irles
in
^
C passing through 1 then we an see that Mobius transformations send
irles in
^
C to irles in
^
C .
Mobius transformations an be lassied into three dierent types, based
on the number of xed points of the transformation. A Mobius transforma-
tion has either one or two xed points, whih we obtain by solving
az+b
z+d
= z.
4
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A Mobius transformation, f , is said to be paraboli if f has exatly one
xed point. Every paraboli transformation is onjugate to z ! z + 1.
If a transformation has two xed points then it is onjugate to one with
xed points at 0 and 1, and hene there exists a Mobius transformation g
suh that gfg
 1
(z) = k
2
z, with k 2 C and jkj
2
 1. We all k
2
the multiplier
of f . If jkj
2
= 1 then the transformation is alled ellipti, and is onjugate
to a rotation z ! e
i
z for  real. Otherwise it is alled a loxodromi Mobius
transformation.
Within the loxodromi Mobius transformations if k
2
2 R
+
then the
transformation is alled hyperboli. The hyperboli transformations an be
thought of as dilations. Loxodromi Mobius transformations have two xed
points, one of whih is referred to as the attrating xed point, and the other
the repelling xed point. Given the distine xed points x; y of a loxodromi
transformation f we say that x is attrating if lim
n!1
f
n
(z) ! x for all
z 6= y. Then y is the repelling xed point. The attrating xed point of f is
the repelling xed point of f
 1
, and vie versa. We will be onentrating on
loxodromi transformations later.
We an write the transformation f(z) in matrix form, for example as
0

a b
 d
1
A
where we again have that ad b = 1. This is very useful sine we are able to
ompose two Mobius transformations simply by multiplying the orrespond-
ing matries. These matries are elements of
SL
2
(C ) =
8
<
:
0

a b
 d
1
A





a; b; ; d 2 C ; ad  b = 1
9
=
;
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We have though that the transformation f an be represented by two ele-
ments of SL
2
(C ), that is
0

a b
 d
1
A
and
0

 a  b
   d
1
A
If we form the quotient group PSL
2
(C ) = SL
2
(C )=fIg by fatoring out the
entre, where I is the identity matrix, then there exists an isomorphism from
the group of Mobius transformations to PSL
2
(C ).
We an nd a general form of a loxodromi Mobius transformation given
its pair of xed points, x; y, and its multiplier, k
2
. We an hoose a square
root of the multiplier and then for x 6= 1 6= y the transformation an be
written as:
f =
1
x  y
0

xk
 1
  yk xy(k   k
 1
)
k
 1
  k xk   yk
 1
1
A
and for x =1 as
f =
0

k
 1
y(k   k
 1
)
0 k
1
A
and for y =1 as
f =
0

k x(k
 1
  k)
0 k
 1
1
A
A subgroup of PSL
2
(C ) is said to be disrete if it does not ontain a
sequene of distint elements onverging to I. We now dene a Kleinian
group, and some terminology related to Kleinian groups.
Denition 2.1.1. A Kleinian group,  , is a disrete subgroup of PSL
2
(C )
[31℄.
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Denition 2.1.2. A Kleinian group,  , ats properly disontinously at a
point x 2
^
C if there exists a neighbourhood U
x
about x suh that (U
x
)\U
x
=
; for all but nitely many  2  .
Denition 2.1.3. The open set in
^
C whih onsists of all the points at whih
  ats disontinously is alled the domain of disontinuity and denoted by

( ). Its omplement in
^
C is alled the limit set, and is denoted ( ).
The limit set an also be dened in terms of aumulation points. A point
x 2
^
C is alled an aumulation point (or limit point) of a Kleinian group,
 , if there exists a sequene of distint elements of  , say f
i
g, and a point
z 2
^
C suh that 
i
(z)! x, [28℄. The limit set ( ) is then simply the set of
all aumulation points of  .
A Kleinian group whose limit set onsists of more than two points is
alled non-elementary. If   is non-elementary then   ontains a loxodromi
element, and the limit set of   is the losure of the set of loxodromi xed
points.
One of the uses of the domain of disontinuity is that in general
^
C = 
is not Hausdor, while 
( )=  is a Riemann surfae, as disussed in x2.4.
Often the easiest way to desribe a Kleinian group is to desribe 
( )= ,
usually in terms of the fundamental domain for  .
Denition 2.1.4. A fundamental domain for a Kleinian group   is an open
subset D of the domain of disontinuity whih (i) has the identity element in
  as its stabilizer, (ii) satises (D) \D = ; for all  in   not the identity,
(iii) has sides paired by elements of  , (iv) for every z 2 
( ) there is a  2  
with (z) 2 D, (v) the sides of D only aumulate at limit points, and (vi)
only nitely many translates of D meet any ompat subset of 
( ).
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2.2 Shottky Groups
Shottky groups are a lass of Kleinian groups whih are partiularly inter-
esting for a number of reasons. One suh reason is their link to uniformizing
Riemann surfaes, as will be seen in x2.4, and another is due to their simple
onstrution whih we detail below. We begin by dening SG-urves.
Denition 2.2.1. Take 2g disjoint Jordan urves in
^
C , whih are not nested
and hene dene an open region D with the 2g urves as boundary. We label
these urves in pairs as C
1
; C
0
1
; :::; C
g
; C
0
g
, and will refer to them as the dening
urves for the Shottky group or for ease of referene as SG-urves.
We now detail the set-up to dene a Shottky group. Suppose there
exist loxodromi Mobius transformations 
1
; :::; 
g
suh that 
i
(C
i
) = C
0
i
. An
example with g = 2 is shown in Figure 2.1.
C
C
C
C
γ
γ
D
1
2
2
1
2
/
/
1
Figure 2.1: An example of four urves, two loxodromi Mobius transforma-
tions and the region D.
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Eah urve C
i
(or C
0
i
) separates
^
C into two regions, and we dene the
outside of C
i
(or C
0
i
) to be the part of
^
C   C
i
(or
^
C   C
0
i
) ontaining other
SG-urves, and the inside to be the region ontaining no other SG-urves.
We an also dene the inside of an SG-urve to be the part of
^
C   C
i
(or
^
C   C
0
i
) ontaining only one of all of the xed points for the generators of
 . Expliitly, C
i
has the repelling xed point of 
i
inside it, and C
0
i
has the
attrating xed point of 
i
inside it.
We have that D =
^
C n
S
i
(C
i
[ C
0
i
). For any of the loxodromi Mobius
transformations, we have that 
i
(D) ould either interset D or have empty
intersetion with D. We have from the denition of the fundamental domain
that D \ 
i
(D) = ; for all 
i
not equal to the identity in  , and hene we
have the property that eah 
i
sends the inside of C
i
to the outside of C
0
i
, and
the outside of C
i
to the inside of C
0
i
. So, for example, in Figure 2.1, 
1
sends
C
1
to C
0
1
and sends C
2
; C
0
1
and C
0
2
to urves inside C
0
1
. Figure 2.2 shows the
image of D under 
1
, and we see that D \ 
1
(D) = ;.
Denition 2.2.2. A Shottky group is then simply dened as the group
generated by the loxodromi transformations,   = h
1
; :::
g
i.
We also dene a Shottky system for use later:
Denition 2.2.3. A Shottky system is the name given to a Shottky group
and a speied set of SG-urves. The set of SG-urves used is not unique to
the group, and there are many Shottky systems for a given Shottky group.
We will see later in this setion that given a Shottky group and speied
SG-urves that hanging the urves slightly will not alter the Shottky group,
but will hange Shottky system.
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D
γ
γ
1
2
C1
C2 C2
/
C1/
γ (   )D
1
Figure 2.2: The image of D under 
1
.
The domain of disontinuity of a Shottky group an be written as

( ) =
[
2 
(D)
where D denotes the losure of D. We have that as more and more Mobius
transformations are applied, the diameters of the (C), for C an SG-urve,
tend to zero. These image urves will all be inside of a partiular urve, and
after a nite number, say k, of appliations of  to C we have that 
n+1
(C) is
inside 
n
(C) for n > k. Thus we have that the limit set ( ) an be seen as
the set of aumulation points of this nesting of images of the SG-urves and
is a Cantor set. This idea an be seen shematially in Figure 2.3, whereby
eah SG-urve has three urves nested inside it.
Shottky groups have some interesting properties as shown in a proposi-
tion of Maskit:
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g
g
C
C
C
C
1
1
2
2
/
/
1
2
D
Figure 2.3: Images ofD after two Mobius tranformations (inside C
0
1
are 
1
(D)
shaded lightly, and 
1

2
(D), 
1

 1
2
(D) and 
1

1
(D) shaded more darkly; in-
side C
1
are 
 1
1
(D) shaded lightly, and 
 1
1

2
(D), 
 1
1

 1
2
(D) and 
 1
1

 1
1
(D)
shaded more darkly; with similarly shaded regions inside C
2
and C
0
2
).
Proposition 2.2.4. ([28℄ X.H.2) Let   be a Shottky group on the genera-
tors 
1
; :::; 
n
. Then:   is free on the n generators; is purely loxodromi; has
D as a fundamental domain;   is Kleinian with 
( )=  a nite Riemann
surfae.
There is also a onverse result to the above proposition. From the fol-
lowing theorem of Maskit we an see that we have neessary and suÆient
onditions for a Kleinian group to be Shottky.
Theorem 2.2.5. ([26℄) Every Kleinian group whih is purely loxodromi,
nitely generated, free and having non-empty domain of disontinuity is a
Shottky group.
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We an look at the eet that hanging generators of our Shottky group
has on a given Shottky system. Suppose our group   an be represented by
two dierent sets of generators   = h
1
; :::; 
g
i and   = h
1
; :::; 
g
i. The map

i
! 
i
extends to an automorphism  !  .
There are three elementary automorphisms, the Nielsen transformations,
whih we look at.
(i) We an replae the rst generator 
1
by its inverse 
 1
1
:
h
1
; :::; 
g
i ! h
 1
1
; :::; 
g
i
(ii) We an swap the rst generator 
1
with any other generator 
i
:
h
1
; :::; 
i
; :::; 
g
i ! h
i
; :::
1
; :::; 
g
i
(iii) We an replae the rst generator 
1
by the produt of the rst two
generators:
h
1
; 
2
; :::; 
g
i ! h
2

1
; 
2
; :::; 
g
i
We an then look at other generator sets for   as being multiple appli-
ations of Nielsen transformations (i) - (iii) on h
1
; 
2
i due to the following
theorem of Nielsen:
Theorem 2.2.6. ([33℄) If   is free on x
1
; :::; x
n
and also free on y
1
; :::; y
n
then a nite sequene of Nielsen transformations will hange x
1
; :::; x
n
to
y
1
; :::; y
n
.
For eah appliation of a Nielsen transformation applied to   we see that
the Shottky system hanges; either we nd we have the same SG-urves as
the original system, but with a new labelling or we have that some of the
new SG-urves were not in the original Shottky system. We will look at the
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eet of the three automorphisms, (i)-(iii), in turn. Throughout this setion
we use C
i
to refer to the SG-urves of the initial Shottky system for  , and
K
i
used for SG-urves for the Shottky system one a transformation has
been applied. We begin with transformation (i).
If we look at transformation (i), we replae the rst generator by its
inverse:
h
1
; :::; 
g
i ! h
 1
1
; :::; 
g
i
In terms of the SG-urves then this an be seen as keeping the SG-urves
exatly the same, but simply swapping the diretion of the 
1
arrow around,
that is labelling C
1
as K
0
1
and labellingC
0
1
as K
1
. This is the ase beause our
new rst generator sends C
0
i
to C
i
now, rather than the other way around.
This is shown in in Figure 2.4.
K1
Kg Kg
/
K1
/
Cg
C
C /
C /
1
1
g
Figure 2.4: The original dening urves for a Shottky group and the new
urves, after the automorphism (i).
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Looking now at the seond automorphism, (ii), we see this involves swap-
ping the positions of two generators.
h
1
; :::; 
i
; :::; 
g
i ! h
i
; :::
1
; :::; 
g
i
In terms of the SG-urves again we may keep the same SG-urves as in the
initial Shottky system and just have a relabelling. We swap the subsripts
on the labels for the urves, swapping i subsripts for 1 subsripts, and vie
versa. Expliitly we relabel C
1
as K
i
, C
0
1
as K
0
i
, C
i
as K
1
and C
0
i
as K
0
1
as
an be seen in Figure 2.5.
C 1 C 1
/
i
i
C g
/C g
C C i
/ /
/
K K
1 1K K
i
KKg g/
Figure 2.5: The original dening urves for a Shottky group and the new
urves, after the automorphism (ii)
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The third automorphism is more ompliated - it atually produes a new
set of urves, rather than just a relabelling. This onstrution of new urves
omes from a paper of Chukrow [13℄. We have the transformation
h
1
; 
2
; :::; 
g
i ! h
2

1
; 
2
; :::; 
g
i
Given the SG-urves, from the initial Shottky system, for h
1
; 
2
; :::; 
g
i we
look for the new SG-urves for h
2

1
; 
2
; :::; 
g
i. The old urves and the new
urves are shown on Figure 2.6, with explanations afterwards.
C 1
C 2
C 1
/
C 2
/
C 3
C g
C 3
/
C g
/
2
/K
3
/
K2
K1
K3
Kg K
K
K/1
g
/
Figure 2.6: The original dening urves for a Shottky group and the new
urves, after the automorphism (iii).
We take K
1
to be the urve C
1
from the initial Shottky system. Sine the
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rst generator for   is now 
2

1
we an see that K
0
1
is by denition 
2

1
(C
1
).
We an see that K
0
1
is therefore inside the original C
0
2
. We hoose the new K
2
to be a urve whih has C
0
1
and C
2
on its inside, and all other C
i
urves on
its outside. Then we have that by denition K
0
2
= 
2
(K
2
), and is thus inside
C
0
2
. We also have that K
0
1
and K
0
2
are not nested. The remaining urves are
unhanged, and so K
i
= C
i
and K
0
i
= C
0
i
for 3  i  g.
As an be seen from the diagram, the new urves may bear little resem-
blane to the old urves.
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2.3 Classial Shottky Groups
We begin this setion with the denition of a lassial Shottky group.
Denition 2.3.1. A Shottky group,   is said to be lassial if for at least
one set of generators at least one set of SG-urves an be taken to be Eu-
lidean irles in C . That is that there exists a Shottky system whih
onsists of   and Eulidean irles.
Denition 2.3.2. A partiular generator of a Shottky group, 
i
, is referred
to as a lassial generator if the SG-urves C
i
and C
0
i
for that generator are
irles in C .
There are two onditions in the denition of a lassial Shottky group,
the fat that we have `at least one set of generators...' and the fat that
we have `at least one set of SG-urves...'. We shall briey look at these
onditions, and the reasons why they make deiding whether a given Shottky
group is lassial or not suh a diÆult question to answer.
2.3.1 `At least one set of SG-urves...'
For a xed generator set for a Shottky group   = h
1
; :::; 
g
i we an alter
the SG-urves slightly and reate a new set of SG-urves and hene new
Shottky system. If we take the C
1
and C
2
urves and deform them, or keep
the urves the same shape but move them, or a ombination of both, then
the image urves will also be slightly hanged. As long as the xed points of
the generators of   and images of 1 are still inside the new urves, and as
long as the new urves do not interset eah other, or their images, then the
new urves are new SG-urves by denition.
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We an formalise this proess as follows. Assume we have a spei Shot-
tky system with a given set of SG-urves for our Shottky group, labelled in
the usual way. We dene a ring domain preisely in x2.5, but for this setion
we just dene a ring domain to be the open region in C between two nested
Jordan urves. By ompatness arguments there exist disjoint ring domains
d
i
, one about eah C
i
, suh that: the d
i
do not interset eah other; the
images of the ring domains under 
i
do not interset eah other; the images
of the ring domains under  do not interset the d
i
. For eah d
i
we an take
any Jordan urve whih separates the boundary urves, and these urves an
be the new C
i
for a dierent Shottky system. Their images under 
i
will be
the new C
0
i
, and we know that none of the urves will interset sine the ring
domains do not interset. We then have a set of 2g non-interseting, non-
nesting urves, paired by the generators of the group. These are therefore a
new set of SG-urves for  .
Finally we give the following example whih shows that a speied gen-
erator set an have more than one set of SG-urves, simply by moving one
set of SG-urves.
Take our urves to be C
1
= fjz   10ij = 1g and C
2
= fjzj = 1g with
transformations
f(z) =
(10 + 10i)z + 99  100i
z   10i
and
g(z) =
10z   1
z
with C
0
1
and C
0
2
dened as C
0
1
= f(C
1
) and C
0
2
= g(C
2
). Then we have that
C
0
1
= fjz 10 10ij = 1g and C
0
2
= fjz 10j = 1g as on the left of Figure 2.7.
If we move C
1
and C
2
by
1
2
to the right we see that the image urves move to
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C
0
1
= fjz  
32
3
  10ij =
4
3
g and C
0
2
= fjz  
32
3
j =
4
3
g as shown on the right of
Figure 2.7. Also we an easily observe that the property of insides of urves
going to outsides of urves et (that is (D) \ (D) = ; for  2   = hf; gi
and D =
^
C n fnew urvesg) holds for the moved SG-urves. Thus we have
two dierent Shottky systems for the same generator set.
32
3
32
3
g
f f
g
0
10i
10
10+10i
0.5+10i
0.5
+10i
Figure 2.7: Two dierent sets of SG-urves for the Shottky group hf; gi.
2.3.2 `At least one set of generators...'
From x2.2 we know that hanging generators an alter the SG-urves quite
signiantly.
In a similar sense to Denition 2.3.1 we an dene the notion of a Shot-
tky group being lassial on a spei generator set if at least one set of
SG-urves for that partiular generator set an be taken to be Eulidean ir-
les. Obviously if we have that   is lassial on a given generator set, then
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appliations of the automorphisms (i) and (ii) ensure that   is lassial on the
new set, sine these automorphisms do not hange the SG-urves themselves,
just the labelling. Automorphism (iii) an alter whether a Shottky group is
lassial on its generator set or not sine it hanges the urves dramatially.
Clearly if   is lassial on any spei generator set then   is lassial. If
  is not lassial on a spei generator set then we annot onlude that
  is not lassial. If we were to try to show that a Shottky group was not
lassial by analysing how hanging generator sets alters SG-urves we would
need to show that   is not lassial on any of its generator sets. We disuss
non-lassial Shottky groups in more detail in x2.6.
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2.4 Riemann Surfaes
Kleinian groups, and hene Shottky groups, are linked to Riemann surfaes
as mentioned at the end of x2.1. Firstly we dene a Riemann surfae, via
denitions of harts and an atlas.
Denition 2.4.1. A hart is a pair onsisting of an open, simply onneted
region U
i
on S and a homeomorphism 
i
: U
i
! D
i
whih maps U
i
onto an
open subset D
i
of the omplex plane C . The homeomorphism  gives a loal
o-ordinate system at eah point on S.
Denition 2.4.2. An atlas is the name given to a family of harts.
When two open regions U

and U

on S interset, we have that there are
two images of the intersetion in C , namely 

(U

\U

) and 

(U

\U

) as
in Figure 2.8.
U Uα
Dα Dβ
φβ
t
β
φα
βα
Figure 2.8: A Riemann surfae, with interseting harts and a transition
funtion.
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Denition 2.4.3. A transition funtion then takes one image of the inter-
setion to the other by t

= 

Æ 
 1

: 

(U

\ U

)! 

(U

\ U

). These
funtions represent the transition from one oordinate system on (U

\ U

)
to another.
Denition 2.4.4. A Riemann surfae is a two-real-dimensional onneted
manifold, S, with a maximal atlas with analyti transition funtions, that is
that the transition funtions are dierentiable [5℄.
For   a Shottky group we have that S = 
( )=  is a onneted Riemann
surfae. The proof of this an be found in [28℄ (II.F.6).
This link between Riemann surfaes and Shottky groups an be desribed
as the proess of using Shottky groups to uniformize losed Riemann sur-
faes.
Denition 2.4.5. A olletion of g disjoint, homologially independent, suf-
iently smooth, simple losed urves s
1
; :::; s
g
on a losed Riemann surfae
S of genus g are dening urves for a Shottky uniformization, or SU-urves,
if one an hoose a Shottky group  , with generators 
1
; :::; 
g
, so that there
is a fundamental region D bounded by SG-urves C
1
; C
0
1
; :::; C
g
; C
0
g
2 
( ),
with 
i
(C
i
) = C
0
i
suh that s
i
is the image of C
i
(and C
0
i
) under the map
 : 
( )! 
( )= . We say then that S is uniformized by a Shottky group.
Theorem 2.4.6. Koebe Retrosetion Theorem ([6℄,[18℄) Every losed
Riemann surfae an be uniformized by a Shottky group.
We look to extend this theorem to lassial Shottky groups in Chapter
3.
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Figure 2.9: An example of SU-urves on a losed Riemann surfae.
It ould be that properties of the SG-urves relate to properties of the
SU-urves, or of the surfae, S. In [37℄ Sibner shows that a losed symmerti
Riemann surfae of genus g an be represented by a Shottky group whih
has a standard fundamental domain whih exhibits the symmetry.
It will be neessary to look at ollars about the SU-urves on S. The
ollar lemma states:
Theorem 2.4.7. ([11℄) Let S be a ompat Riemann Surfae of genus g 
2, and let s
1
; :::; s
g
with lengths l(s
1
); :::; l(s
g
) be pairwise disjoint simple
losed geodesis on S. Then the ollars
C(s
i
) = fp 2 S j dist(p; s
i
)  w(s
i
)g
of widths
w(s
i
) = arsinh
"
1
sinh
 
1
2
l(s
i
)

#
are pairwise disjoint for i = 1; :::; g.
An example of a pair of ollars is shown on Figure 2.10. We now look at
the pre-image of suh a ollar, under , in 
( ).
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Figure 2.10: An example of a pair of ollars about SU-urves on a losed
Riemann surfae.
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2.5 Ring Domains
We rst give two denitions.
Denition 2.5.1. A ring domain in C is a doubly onneted domain, that
is, the open region between a pair of nested disjoint Jordan urves k
1
, k
2
,
with k
2
inside k
1
as in Figure 2.11.
k1
k2
Figure 2.11: A Ring Domain.
Denition 2.5.2. An SG-urve  is said to separate the boundary ompo-
nents of a ring domain A if any line onneting one boundary omponent of
A to the other rosses  an odd number of times.
Given a ollar as desribed in Theorem 2.4.7, about a urve, s, on a losed
Riemann surfae, S, we an look at the pre-image of the ollar on the domain
of disontinuity, under  : 
( ) ! 
( )= . The ollar has as pre-image an
innite olletion of disjoint ring domains, paired by onjugate elements of
 .
One suh pair of ring domains will ontain a pair of SG-urves, with the
SG-urves separating the boundary omponents of the ring domain.
We briey mention a pair of denitions of properties of ring domains.
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Denition 2.5.3. A ring domain B  C is round if it is bounded by on-
entri Eulidean irles, and hene has the form fz j r < jz   j < sg for
r; s 2 R
+
,  2 C . If a ring domain is round we will all it an annulus.
Denition 2.5.4. Given two ring domains, A and B with B  A, we say
that B is essential with respet to A if B separates the boundary omponents
of A.
We now look to dene the module and modulus of a ring domain. The
module and modulus are numbers assigned to a given ring domain, whih
measure the size of the ring domain, for some denition of size, and are
onformal invariants. We shall briey disuss onformal equivalene and
invariane.
Denition 2.5.5. A map f is onformal if it preserves angles.
Examples of suh funtions inlude rotations, dilations, and in fat any
Mobius tranformation.
Denition 2.5.6. Two objets A and B are onformally equivalent if there
exists a onformal map f suh that B = f(A).
Denition 2.5.7. A property p, suh as extremal length, module or modu-
lus, is said to be a onformal invariant if, for any onformal map f , p(A) =
p(f(A)). In other words, p is invariant under onformal maps, or that for
two onformally equivalent objets A and B it is true that p(A) = p(B).
Extremal length is an example of a onformal invariant, and we give
some details about it here. Suppose we have a region , with boundary
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onsisting of a set of expliitly dened edges, and a set of retiable ars 
in , for example joining two edges of  or separating two omponents of
the boundary of . Extremal length is a property invariant under onformal
mappings whih we desibe shortly. We let m denote extremal length, with
appropriate subsript denoting the spei region whih is being onsidered.
Let 
0
represent  after the onformal mapping, and let 
0
represent  after
the mapping. To be a onformal invariant is the same as requiring that
m

() = m

0
(
0
). We onsider the family of Riemannian metris whih
are onformally equivalent to the eulidean metri. We let P be the set of
length elements, , on the region , whih are then used to dene metris by
ds = jdzj. We may look at an ar  2 , whih has a well dened -length
given by:
L(; ) =
Z

 jdzj
The open set  has -area given by:
A(; ) =
ZZ


2
dx dy
These funtions are both invariant under hange of metri by onformal map-
ping. Now we dene the minimum length of any ar in  for a given  by
taking the inmum of the -lengths over all possible ars:
L(; ) = inf
2
L(; )
Saling of the region  by a fator is a onformal map, and so extremal
length must be unhanged when  is multiplied by a onstant. We therefore
take the funtion L(; )
2
=A(; ) to form the denition of extremal length
sine replaing  by  for  a onstant doesn't alter the value. We take the
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least upper bound of this funtion over all , giving us that the extremal
length of  in  is dened [3℄ as:
m

() = sup

L(; )
2
A(; )
It is useful to work through an example, to give an idea of how extremal
length is alulated. If we take a retangle R, with sides on x = 0, x = a,
y = 0 and y = b then we an alulate the extremal length of the ars joining
the vertial sides as follows. Let the set of ars joining x = 0 with x = a
be denoted . We may get a lower bound on the extremal length of  by
initially hoosing any metri that we like, say  = 1. In this ase L(; 1) = a,
and A(R; 1) = ab, and hene
L(;1)
2
A(R;1)
=
a
b
, and hene that
m
R
() 
a
b
(2.1)
To nd if this bound holds for all  we may pik an arbitrary , although
we may normalise by hoosing for example that L(; ) = a. Therefore we
have for a urve  2 :
L(; )  a
Z
a
0
 dx 
Z
a
0
1 dx
Z
a
0
(  1) dx  0
ZZ
R
(  1) dx dy  0 (2.2)
We may use this fat to alulate the area A(R; ). It is lear that we
have:
ZZ
R
(  1)
2
dx dy  0 (2.3)
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Expanding the brakets in Equation (2.3), rearranging, and substituting in
the result of Equation (2.2) we get:
A(R; ) =
ZZ
R

2
dx dy 
ZZ
R
(2  1) dx dy
ZZ
R

2
dx dy  2
ZZ
R
(  1) dx dy +
ZZ
R
1 dx dy
A(R; ) 
ZZ
R
dx dy
= ab
So we have that for all :
m
R
() = sup

L(; )
2
A(; )

a
b
(2.4)
We therefore an ombine Equations (2.1) and (2.4) to see that m
R
() =
a
b
.
We return now to the onept of the modulus of a ring domain. In
the literature the modulus an be dened in two equivalent ways, both of
whih are worth mentioning here. There is some dierene of normalisation
in the texts in this area, the main dierene being a fator of 2. The
three soures I use here are Herron, Liu and Minda [15℄, Lehto and Virtanen
[22℄ and MMullen [32℄. These soures use the same notation for slightly
dierent denitions, so I will use the subsripts HLM, LV and M respetively
to denote whih text the term relates to. Module is denoted by M(A) for a
ring domain A, and modulus will be denoted by mod(A), with appropriate
subsripts. The funtion  to be dened later will also arry subsripts to
denote soure where appropriate. We will be using the denitions of Herron,
Liu and Minda predominantly, but there is value in looking at all the dierent
denitions and heking that they are onsistant.
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Denition 2.5.8. ([22℄) A general ring domain A is onformally equivalent
to an annulus of the form fz j r
1
< jzj < r
2
g; let f be the map from A to suh
an annulus. The module of a ring domain is dened as M
LV
(A) = ln

r
2
r
1

.
Equivalently A is onformally equivalent to an annulus A(R), that is,
there exists an angle preserving map fromA toA(R), A(R) dened as A(R) =
fz j 1 < jzj < Rg for a unique R. The module of the ring domain is then
dened to as M
LV
(A) = ln(R)
A seond denition of module an be onstruted as below. We rstly
set up notation used throughout this setion, and in Chapter 3.
Remark 2.5.9. ([22℄, I 6.2) Let ( A)
1
and ( A)
2
denote the omponents of
the omplement of A, and we an let C be the set of urves separating ( A)
1
and ( A)
2
.
We now go on with the alternate denition. Then let P be the family
of all possible metris on A, dened by line elements  dz where  is a
non-negative funtion on A suh that the metris are ontinuous enough for
the following integrations, and that P ontains the metri dened by the
funtion jf
0
=f j, for f as dened in Denition 2.5.8. For  2P, let
a

(A) =
ZZ
D

2
d
where d is the area element on A. Also for a urve C 2 C we dene
l

(C) =
Z
C
 jdzj
and jdzj is the length element. The alternate denition for module an then
be expressed as
M
LV
(A) = inf
2P
2a

(A)

inf
C2C
l

(C)

2
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This alternate denition will be useful later.
Denition 2.5.10. The modulus of a ring domain, A, whih is onformally
equivalent to an annulus fz j 1 < jzj < Rg, is dened in [32℄ as mod
M
(A) =
lnR
2
.
Thus we have that mod
M
(A) = M
LV
(A)=2. Herron, Liu and Minda
give the same denition of modulus, so mod
M
(A) = mod
HLM
(A). It is worth
noting then that from the above we have
mod
M
(A) = mod
HLM
(A) = inf
2P
a

(A)

inf
C2C
l

(C)

2
Calulating the modulus of a ring domain diretly is not neessarily easy,
but there exist bounds based on the modulus of a spei domain dened
below.
Denition 2.5.11. Grotzsh's Extremal Domain is a domain, denoted B(r),
whih is onformally equivalent to a ring domain (as detailed below), and
has as its boundary the unit irle jzj = 1 and the segment of the real axis
0  x  r, r < 1. Its modulus is denoted (r).
Grotzsh's extremal domain is onformally equivalent to a ring domain,
and in fat onformally equivalent to an annulus. The onformal map whih
maps B(r) to an annulus is onstruted as follows. We may map the upper
half of Grotzsh's Extremal Domain onformally to the upper half of the
partiular annulus dened by 1 < jzj < e

LV
(r)
. This map an then be
extended to a map on the whole of B(r) by following this with a reetion in
the real axis [22℄. We have Grotzsh's module theorem, given below, whih
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0 r 1
Figure 2.12: Grotzsh's Extremal Domain.
gives us a bound on the modulus (and hene module) of any ring domain
whih is essential with respet to Grotzsh's extremal domain.
Theorem 2.5.12. ([15℄) If a ring domain A separates the points 0 and r
from the unit irle then mod
HLM
(A)  
HLM
(r).
The  funtion is disussed in all three texts and again there is some
dierene in normalisation. Grotzsh's extremal domain is denoted B(r) in
Lehto and Virtanen. They dene the module of Grotzsh's extremal domain
to be M
LV
(B(r)) = 
LV
(r). In [15℄ the domain is dened in the same way,
denoting it R
G
(r), so B(r) = R
G
(r). They denote its modulus using , so I
will denote it as 
HLM
(r). Therefore we an write the following

LV
(r) = M
LV
(B(r))
= 2mod
HLM
(B(r))
= 2mod
HLM
(R
G
(r))
= 2
HLM
(r)
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MMullen doesn't use Grotzsh's extremal domain to introdue  but we an
easily see that 
LV
(r) = 
M
(r).
In order to get a better bound on the module or modulus of a general ring
domain than the one in Theorem 2.5.12 we introdue Teihmuller's extremal
domain.
Denition 2.5.13. Teihmuller's Extremal Domain is a domain in
^
C whih
has as its boundary the segment of the real axis  r
1
 x  0 and the segment
r
2
 x  1. Its modulus is given in terms of the modulus of Grotzsh's
extremal domain as 2
HLM

q
r
1
r
1
+r
2

.
−r r1 20
Figure 2.13: Teihmuller's Extremal Domain.
From this we an get Teihmuller's module theorem, whih appears in
Lehto and Virtanen ([22℄, II 1.3) and in MMullen ([32℄, pg 11). As before we
take a ring domain A with omplement ( A)
1
and ( A)
2
, where 0 2 ( A)
1
and 1 2 ( A)
2
. Then to bound the modulus of A we simply need a point
inside ( A)
1
and a point outside ( A)
2
. We have:
Theorem 2.5.14. ([22℄,[32℄) If a ring domain B separates the points 0 and
z
1
from z
2
and 1, then we have
M
LV
(B)  2
LV
 
s
jz
1
j
jz
1
j+ jz
2
j
!
and in the notation of MMullen
mod
M
(B) 
1


M
 
s
jz
1
j
jz
1
j+ jz
2
j
!
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Using the onversions above, an equivalent formula an be written in the
notation of Herron, Liu and Minda and so the version of the theorem we will
use is:
Theorem 2.5.15. If a ring domain B separates the points 0 and z
1
from z
2
and 1, then we have
mod
HLM
(B)  2
HLM
 
s
jz
1
j
jz
1
j+ jz
2
j
!
We an see that the three dierent sets of notation are atually onsistent
with eah other. We may onvert from one to the other using rules suh as

LV
= 2
HLM
as derived earlier, or mod
M
= mod
HLM
. Table 2.5 shows
the dierent denitions based on the soures used, and after eah denition
gives a way to onvert between the three texts.
We now need to dene the  funtion so that we an onstrutively use
Teihmuller's module theorem. From here on, we will use the HLM denition
of  and mod, without expliit use of subsripts.
Remark 2.5.16. This funtion (r) is dened in terms of ellipti integrals, in
that
(r) =
1
4
K(
p
1  r
2
)
K(r)
where
K(r) =
Z
1
0
dx
p
(1  x
2
)(1  r
2
x
2
)
There exist some useful bounds on the behaviour of (r) in [15℄, [22℄ and
[34℄. For instane (r) <
1
2
ln(
4
r
) and (r) <
1
2
ln
2(1+
p
1 r
2
)
r
but we will be
using the ellipti integral denition predominantly. This partiular ellipti
integral is known as the omplete ellipti integral of the rst kind.
2
.
5
.
R
I
N
G
D
O
M
A
I
N
S
3
5
HLM LV M
Module M(A) = ln (R)
Modulus mod(A) =
1
2
ln(R) mod(A) =
1
2
ln(R)
Conversion = mod
HLM
(A) M
LV
(A) = 2mod
HLM
(A) mod
M
(A) = mod
HLM
(A)
(r) Modulus of GED Module of GED \positive dereasing funtion of r"
Conversion = 
HLM
(r) 
LV
(r) = 2
HLM
(r) 
M
(r) = 2
HLM
(r)
Teihmuller's
Module mod(A)  2

q
jz
1
j
jz
1
j+jz
2
j

M(A)  2

q
jz
1
j
jz
1
j+jz
2
j

mod(A) 
1



q
jz
1
j
jz
1
j+jz
2
j

Theorem
Table 2.1: Summarising the onepts of module, modulus and , with notes for omparing the texts.
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Finally we will disuss the extremal length of the family of urves C
mentioned in the seond denition of the module of a ring domain.
For a ring domain extremal length an be rewritten in terms of the terms
dened in Setion 2.4. We an see quite easily that the terms in the denition
of extremal length an be replaed by those in the denition of module, and
hene modulus. We see that for a ring domain A with set of urves C
as previously dened we have a denition for extremal length in terms of
omponents of the denition of modulus:
m
A
(C ) = sup
2P

inf
C2C
l

(C)

2
a

(A)
Thus we an see that
m
A
(C ) =
1
mod(A)
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2.6 Non-Classial Shottky Groups
We return now to non-lassial Shottky groups. It is obvious that lassial
Shottky groups exist, simply by onstrution, but it is not obvious that
non-lassial Shottky groups exist. In his paper [25℄ Marden proved the
existene of non-lassial Shottky groups using Shottky spae. We give two
equivalent denitions of Shottky spae, and then briey disuss Marden's
proof, and survey what is known in this area.
Denition 2.6.1. The Shottky spae of a given genus g is denoted S
g
and is
the set of all equivalene lasses of Shottky groups with g generators, where
two Shottky groups   = h
1
; :::; 
g
i and  
0
= h
0
1
; :::; 
0
g
i are equivalent if
there exists a Mobius transformation f with f
i
f
 1
= 
0
i
for all i = 1; :::; g.
We put a topology on S
g
by requiring that the equivalene lass [G
n
℄ on-
verges to [G℄ i there exists h
1
; :::; 
g
i 2 [G℄ and h
1;n
; :::; 
g;n
i 2 [G
n
℄ suh
that 
i;n
onverges to 
i
, [29℄,[30℄.
In this sense we may think of a point in Shottky spae as being a set
of free generators for a Shottky group, modulo onjugation in PSL
2
(C ).
Alternatively we may dene Shottky spae in relation to Riemann surfaes
uniformized by Shottky groups.
Denition 2.6.2. [17℄ Shottky spae an be dened as the set of equiv-
alene lasses of pairs (X; ), where X is a Riemann surfae of genus g
and  : 
g
 ! PSL
2
(C ) is an injetive homomorphism, where 
g
is the
free group on 
1
; :::; 
g
, where   := (
g
) is a Shottky group, and where

( )= 

=
X. We have that (X; ) and (X
0
; 
0
) are equivalent if there exists
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some A 2 PSL
2
(C ) with (
0
i
) = A(
i
)A
 1
for all i = 1; :::; g. We have then
that X
0
is isomorphi to X.
We dene lassial Shottky spae in a similar way to the rst denition
of Shottky spae, that is the set of equivalene lasses represented by las-
sial Shottky groups with g generators. We say that a Shottky group  
0
is
equivalent to a lassial Shottky group   if there exists a Mobius transfor-
mation f with f
i
f
 1
= 
0
i
for all i = 1; :::; g. Note we have that if the 
i
have lassial SG-urves then we do not neessarily have that 
0
i
has lassial
SG-urves. We let S

g
denote lassial Shottky spae.
In his paper, [25℄, Marden ompares Shottky spae with lassial Shot-
tky spae, to show that non-lassial Shottky groups exist. He shows that
the intersetion of the losure of lassial Shottky spae with Shottky spae
is not the whole of Shottky spae, and hene there are Shottky groups whih
are not lassial. We briey summarise the idea of his main proof. Firstly
Marden shows that if G is a group in the losure of lassial Shottky spae
then G is disontinuous. Marden then takes a Shottky group H on the
boundary of Shottky spae whih is not disontinuous; this group exists
through a result of Chukrow [13℄. He then hooses a sequene G
n
of Shot-
tky groups, whih are not on the boundary of lassial Shottky spae, and
whose limit is H. He shows that at most a nite number of the G
n
lie in
lassial Shottky spae, and hene the remaining groups lie in S
g
 (S

g
\S
g
),
whih is therefore non-empty, and therefore there exist non-lassial Shottky
groups.
It is worth mentioning here about Teihmuller and moduli spae, and
their links to Shottky spae. In a similar vein to the seond denition of
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Shottky spae we dene these spaes in terms of surfaes. A simple way
to dene Teihmuller and moduli spaes involves rst dening the mapping
lass group, [38℄.
Denition 2.6.3. Let Di(X) be the set of orientation-preserving dieo-
morphisms of a surfae X, and let Di
0
(X) be the set of those dieomor-
phisms isotopi to the identity. We dene the mapping lass group to be
MCG(X) = Di(X)=Di
0
(X).
We may also dene the mapping lass group in terms of the uniformizing
group  :
Denition 2.6.4. [10℄ For a Shottky group  , we let the group of orienta-
tion preserving automorphisms be denoted by Aut( ) (where an orientation
preserving automorphism is one whih orresponds to an orientation preserv-
ing dieomorphism). We then have that MCG( ) = Aut( )=Inn( ).
For a given oriented surfae X we letM(X) denote the set of all omplex
strutures on X whih agree with the dierentiable struture on X. We an
then dene the moduli spae, M
g
, and Teihmuller spae, T
g
, as follows:
Denition 2.6.5. Moduli spae, M
g
, of a surfae X of genus g, is dened
by M
g
= M(X)=Di(X). Moduli spae is therefore the spae of all equiv-
alene lasses of ompat Riemann surfaes of genus g, where two surfaes
are equivalent if there is onformal dieomorphism between them.
Denition 2.6.6. Teihmuller spae, T
g
, of a surfae X of genus g, is de-
ned by T
g
= M(X)=Di
0
(X). Teihmuller spae is therefore the spae of
all equivalene lasses of ompat Riemann surfaes of genus g where two
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surfaes are equivalent if there is a onformal dieomorphism between them
whih is isotopi to the identity.
A simple example to show the dierene between the two is to onsider
a surfae of genus g > 0 with a given omplex struture. We onsider the
surfae obtained by utting one of the handles in two, twisting one setion by
2 and then glueing them bak together. This new surfae would orrespond
to the same point as the original surfae in moduli spae, but would be a
dierent point in Teihmuller spae. This is beause the operation desribed
above (a \Dehn twist") is not isotopi to the identity but the surfae obtained
by the twist is still equivalent in moduli spae.
It is simple to see that moduli spae and Teihmuller spae are related by
M
g
= T
g
=MCG(X). The link with Shottky spae is explained in [29℄. As
disussed in x2.4 we have a Riemann surfae uniformized by any Shottky
group. Let S be the surfae uniformized by  . Looking at the generators
of 
1
(S) we an see that a partiular generator may also be a generator of
  or not. Let N be the smallest normal subgroup of 
1
(S) ontaining those
generators of 
1
(S) whih are not generators of  . We an then dene N
alg
as the subgroup of the mapping lass group whih is the subgroup of outer
automorphisms  : 
1
(S)  ! 
1
(S) with the properties that (N) = N and
that the indued isomorphism  : 
1
=N  ! 
1
=N is the identity. Shottky
spae is then S
g
= T
g
=N
alg
.
We an dene another spae, known as unmarked Shottky spae as fol-
lows.
Denition 2.6.7. Let N
un
be the subgroup of the mapping lass group on-
sisting of all outer automorphisms  : 
1
(S)  ! 
1
(S) with the property that
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(N) = N . Unmarked Shottky spae is then dened as S
un
g
= T
g
=N
un
.
A point in unmarked Shottky spae is a Shottky group modulo onju-
gation in PSL
2
(C ) [29℄.
Finally, in [29℄ Maskit denes S
top
g
, whih is topologial Shottky spae.
This is done in a similar way, by dening another subgroup of the mapping
lass group.
Denition 2.6.8. Let N
top
be the subgroup of the mapping lass group
onsisting of all outer automorphisms  : 
1
(S)  ! 
1
(S) with the following
property. If a
1
; :::; a
g
denote the generators of 
1
(S) whih are not generators
of   then (a
i
) is onjugate to a
i
for all i = 1; :::; p. We then dene the
topologial Shottky spae as S
top
g
= T
g
=N
top
.
A point in topologial Shottky spae an be regarded as onsisting of a
Shottky group with a fundamental domain bounded by 2g SG-urves. We
an see that points in S
top
g
arry the most information, then points in S
g
, and
then points in S
un
g
whih arry the least information about the group.
From the nature of dening these Shottky spaes using subgroups of the
mapping lass group we have a tower of overings as shown below:
T
g
! S
top
g
! S
g
! S
un
g
!M
g
Work on the nature of these overings an be found in [29℄, [30℄ and others.
The rst onrete example of a non-lassial Shottky group was given
by Yamamoto [40℄. An earlier example given by Zarrow [41℄ was then shown
to be lassial by Sato [35℄. Yamamoto's group is a two generator Shottky
group, with SG-urves C
1
the retangle with orners
p
2 1+i(1 "=3);
p
2 
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1   i(1   "=3); 
p
2 + 1 + i(1   "=3) and  
p
2 + 1   i(1   "=3), and C
0
1
is
dened as 
1
(C
1
), C
2
:= fjz +
p
2j = 1   "g, C
0
2
:= fjz  
p
2j = 1   "g. A
shemati piture of this arrangement is shown in Figure 2.14.
C
C
C /
C /
2 2
1
1
Figure 2.14: The dening urves for Yamamoto's non-lassial Shottky
group.
The two transformations are

1
(z) = i(
p
2 + 1)z
and

2
(z) =
p
2(1  ")
 1
z + (1  ")(2(1  ")
 2
  1)
(1  ")
 1
z +
p
2(1  ")
 1
and it is shown that for " < 10
 20
 
"
is a non-lassial Shottky group. This
paper will be looked at in more detail in x4.1, and generalised in x4.2.
Finally in this setion we disuss the idea of how lassial a Shottky group
an be. By denition a Shottky group is lassial if it is lassial on at least
one set of generators. We an ask the question now as to, in some sense,
how lassial a Shottky group an be, or what it means for one Shottky
group to be more lassial than another. If a Shottky group is lassial on
a generator set then the group is lassial, but equally if a Shottky group
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is lassial on many dierent generator sets it is still lassial. The natural
question to ask is how many dierent generator sets an a Shottky group
be lassial on? Does there exist a Shottky group  

whih is lassial on
all generator sets? We refer to this group  

as uber-lassial.
As mentioned previously, only one Nielsen transformation alters the SG-
urves themselves, the transformation (iii) in Setion 2.2. For a Shottky
group   to be lassial on all generator sets then rst of all it would have to be
lassial on h
2

1
; 
2
i, and also h
2

2

1
; 
2
i. By the proedure of Chukrow,
as in Figure 2.6, this only allows for ertain ongurations. In the notation
of x2.3 we would need to be able to nd a irle K
2
around C
0
1
and C
2
, whih
does not interset K
1
; K
0
1
or K
0
2
. This is possible, but we would also require
that there was a irle around C
2
and C
0
1
so that h
1

2
; 
1
i is lassial, and
so on. These restritions from the Chukrow onstrution prohibit many
arrangements of original SG-urves.
Aside from the diÆulties of the Chukrow onstrution there are also
ertain restritions on how a generator set an have lassial SG-urves, for
instane loations of xed points and 
i
(1). For example in a two generator
Shottky group   = h
1
; 
2
i, with SG-urves C
1
; C
0
1
; C
2
and C
0
2
, we have that
both 
 1
1
(1) and the repulsive xed point of 
1
must be on the inside of
C
1
. These points, along with similar restritions for C
0
1
; C
2
and C
0
2
, an be
positioned suh that no lassial SG-urves exist for those generators, but it
is more diÆult to show that for every group there is at least one generator
set where suh arrangements arise.
In [12℄ Button shows that a Fuhsian Shottky group is uber-lassial i
it has two generators whih have interseting axes.
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Of ourse the equivalent question regarding non-lassiality is muh more
simple. If we want to look for an uber-non-lassial Shottky group then we
require that it is non-lassial on all possible generator sets. But of ourse for
a group to be non-lassial it must be non-lassial on all possible generator
sets. Therefore any non-lassial Shottky group is uber-non-lassial.
Chapter 3
Uniformization by Classial
Shottky Groups
3.1 Theorem
As disussed in x2.4 Koebe's Retrosetion Theorem states that every losed
Riemann surfae an be uniformized by a Shottky group. As we have also
mentioned, Shottky groups exist in two distint types, lassial and non-
lassial. An interesting question to ask would be whether every losed Rie-
mann surfae an be uniformized by a lassial Shottky group, or onversely
what features do Riemann surfaes that are uniformized only by non-lassial
Shottky groups have. In this setion we try to extend Koebe's theorem by
looking at what an be said about surfaes uniformized by lassial Shottky
groups.
Work on Shottky uniformizations of surfaes has been done, partiularly
on those with ertain symmetries, by people suh as Hidalgo [16℄. From
45
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x2.6 we know Marden showed that non-lassial Shottky groups exist, and
an expliit example of a non-lassial Shottky group is due to Yamamoto
[40℄. The natural question to ask is whether Koebe's theorem holds if we
restrit to lassial Shottky groups, that is Shottky groups where some set
of dening urves an be taken to be irles.
In [29℄ Maskit states that a surfae of genus p with p suÆiently small
homologously independent simple disjoint geodesis an be uniformized by a
lassial Shottky group. We prove this in this hapter, with a numerial esti-
mate to formalise `suÆiently small'. We dene the Shottky uniformization
onstant, k, to be the smallest positive solution of the following equation:
e
x
sin

x
4

+ sin

x
4

= 2e
x
2
(3.1)
We then have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1.1. Let S be a losed Riemann surfae of genus g  2, and
let s
1
; :::; s
g
be the dening urves for a Shottky uniformization. If these
urves have length less than the Shottky uniformization onstant, k, then,
independent of the genus g, there exists a lassial Shottky uniformization
of S.
Proof. First we give a brief outline of the proof. The aim is to show that
given a ondition on the length of urves on a losed Riemann surfae, S,
we are able to show the existene of a set of Eulidean irles whih are
SG-urves for a lassial Shottky uniformization of S.
The surfae will have a Shottky uniformization, S = 
( )=  by Koebe
[18℄, and hene we have a set of SU-urves s
1
; :::; s
g
on S and orresponding
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SG-urves C
1
; C
0
1
; :::; C
0
g
on 
( ), not neessarily irles. These SG-urves
along with   form our initial Shottky system.
The aim of our proof is to show that for eah given SG-urve C
i
with a
orresponding SU-urve s
i
there exists a Eulidean irle on 
( ) whih is
mapped to a urve s
0
on S suh that s
0
is homotopi to s
i
. If this is the ase
then we an use this irle as our new SG-urve in a new Shottky system
for  . That is that s
0
will be an SU-urve for the Shottky uniformization
with a lassial generator.
We take eah SU-urve, , in the uniformization individually and nd a
lassial SG-urve for it in the following way. We look at the ollar about 
on S and lift it to a pair of ring domains in 
( ), one about C
i
, all this A,
and the the other about C
0
i
. Figure 3.1 shows an example.
C
C
R 1 R 2
i
i
/
Figure 3.1: An example of the lift of a ollar under 
( )! 
( )=  to a pair
of ring domains R
1
and R
2
with C
i
and C
0
i
respetively as separating urves
Given a ondition on the length of , this an then be adapted through
work of Maskit to give a ondition on the extremal length of the family of
urves separating the omponents of the boundary of A. We will then relate
extremal length to the modulus of A, and from this show that this bound on
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modulus gives us that there exists a irle in 
( ) whih an be mapped to
a urve homotopi to  on S.
We are now able to look at the details of the proof. Let k be the smallest
positive solution of e
x
sin
 
x
4

+ sin
 
x
4

= 2e
x
2
. If we look at the rearranged
equation x = 4 arsin

2e
x=2
e
x
+1

we see that there is only one solution, namely
the Shottky uniformization onstant, k. We use this rearranged form later.
Using Maple [24℄ we an use numerial methods to solve this rearranged form,
and get that k  2:371776. We assume that l(s
i
) < k for all s
i
in the set of
SU-urves on S and we want to show that this implies existene of a set of
irular SG-urves.
If all the s
i
on S lift to irles in 
( ) then S is uniformized by a lassial
Shottky group. If this is not the ase then some SU-urves do not lift to
irles in 
( ), so we an take one suh urve and all it . There exists a
ollar about  whih then lifts to a pair of ring domains in 
( ), one about
some C
i
and the other about C
0
i
. Let R be the ring domain about C
i
. Using
the notation of [22℄ and Remark 2.5.9 we an assume, through onjugation by
an element of PSL
2
(C ) if neessary, that C  R onsists of ( R)
1
and ( R)
2
,
with 0 2 ( R)
1
and 1 2 ( R)
2
. Let z
1
2 ( R)
1
be the (not neessarily
unique) point whih maximises jzj over ( R)
1
. Similarly let z
2
2 ( R)
2
be the (not neessarily unique) point whih minimises jzj over ( R)
2
. We
an see that for a irle to `t' inside a ring domain it suÆes to show that
jz
1
j < jz
2
j. If this is the ase then learly R ontains the essential round
annulus B = fz j jz
1
j < jzj < jz
2
jg. Examples of jz
1
j < jz
2
j and jz
1
j > jz
2
j
are given in Figure 3.2. In the rst we have an essential round annulus, and
hene a irle ts inside the ring domain. In the seond we see that jz
1
j > jz
2
j
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and hene the round annulus B may not exist.
  
  


  
  


  
  


0
z
z
0
z
z
1
2
1
2
Figure 3.2: Two examples of ring domains, one whih admits an essential
round annulus entered at 0, and one whih does not.
We want to nd a link from a bound on l(s
i
) to the existene of annuli.
To begin we use a paper of Maskit [27℄ to ompare the hyperboli length l
with the extremal length, m, of the urve family C onsisting of all urves
separating ( R)
1
and ( R)
2
. The paper of Maskit uses a dierent realization
of S, rather than using S = 
( )=  to dene S, it an also be written as a
quotient of H
2
as S = H
2
= . A geodesi on S is lifted by the overing map
to a set of hyperboli lines () for  2   and  a hyperboli line. Up to
onjugation of the group, we an assume that  is a Eulidean straight line
in H
2
. A ollar of the type disussed in Theorem 2.4.7 about the geodesi 
on S is symmetrial, and hene will be lifted to a symmetrial ollar of the
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form


2
   < arg z <

2
+ 
	
as in Figure 3.3.
φ φ
β
Figure 3.3: A topologial ollar about 
We have from [27℄ that l  m where the angle  is the angle width for
the ollar, so, in Figure 3.3, we have that  = 2.
The ollar on S lifts to a ollar in H
2
as in Figure 3.4, where the sides
of the ollar are at a hyperboli distane of w = w() from the vertial
hyperboli line.
w
1
A
1
10−1
φ
Figure 3.4: The topologial ollar
The point A, of distane w along the hyperboli line through  1; i; 1 is
A =
e
2w
  1
e
2w
+ 1
+
2e
w
e
2w
+ 1
i
We an see that sin = Re(A), and hene sin =
e
2w
 1
e
2w
+1
. Now we want this
angle in terms of l not w, so rst we need to look at the denition of w from
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the ollar lemma (Theorem 2.4.7), whih states that
w = arsinh

1= sinh(
l
2
)

First of all we let x = 1= sinh
l
2
so that we have w = arsinh(x). Now we
an rewrite w in terms of the logarithmi denition of arsinh, so we have
that w = ln(x+
p
x
2
+ 1). Also we have the standard exponential denition
of sinh, whih gives us that x = 1= sinh(
l
2
) =
2
e
l=2
  e
 l=2
. Combining all of
this we get
sin =
e
2w
  1
e
2w
+ 1
=
(x +
p
x
2
+ 1)
2
  1
(x +
p
x
2
+ 1)
2
+ 1
=
x
2
+ x
p
x
2
+ 1
x
2
+ 1 + x
p
x
2
+ 1
=
2e
l=2
+ 4 + 2e
 l=2
e
l
+ 2e
l=2
+ 2 + 2e
 l=2
+ e
 l
=
2e
l=2
e
l
+ 1
So we have  = 2 = 2 arsin

2e
l=2
e
l
+1

. Now we an rearrange the inequal-
ity of Maskit to get that
m 
l

=
l
2 arsin

2e
l=2
e
l
+1

Rearranging the expression in Theorem 3.1.1 we get that
k
2
= 2 arsin

2e
k=2
e
k
+1

,
and so if we have that l < k from our theorem then we have that
l

<
k
k=2
= 2,
and hene m < 2.
The next detail we need to look at is that of the extremal length of the
urve family C onsisting of all urves separating ( R)
1
and ( R)
2
. We
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have that this extremal length is m < 2. Now, from x2.5 we have that
mod(R) =
1
m
. Hene if m < 2 then mod(R) >
1
2
.
Now, Theorem 2.5.15 tells us that mod(R)  2

q
jz
1
j
jz
1
j+jz
2
j

. So we have
speially that
1
2
< mod(R)  2
 
s
jz
1
j
jz
1
j+ jz
2
j
!
From Remark 2.5.16 we get that:
1
2
< mod(R)  2
 
s
jz
1
j
jz
1
j+ jz
2
j
!
=
1
2
K(
p
1  r
2
)
K(r)
where
r =
s
jz
1
j
jz
1
j+ jz
2
j
Now reall that to have an essential round annulus we require that jz
1
j <
jz
2
j. We an write jz
2
j = Æjz
1
j for some Æ, and the ondition jz
1
j < jz
2
j is
equivalent to Æ > 1. So now:
1
2
<
1
2
K(
p
1  r
2
)
K(r)
; r =
r
1
1 + Æ
(3.2)
We now look at the funtion K(r) in more detail, to see how it behaves
for 0 < r < 1. Heuristially we an just plot K(r) against r and see that it is
an inreasing funtion. Similarly we an see that K(
p
1  r
2
) is a dereasing
funtion, and so we have that
K(
p
1 r
2
)
K(r)
is a dereasing funtion for 0 < r < 1,
whih is preisely the range that r satises sine r originates in the denition
of Grotzsh's extremal domain.
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More tehnially we an note that
K(r) =

2
1
X
n=0

(2n  1)!!
(2n)!!

2
r
2n
where the double fatorial is dened using a reursive denition as
n!! =
8
<
:
1 if n =  1; n = 0 or n = 1
n[(n  2)!!℄ if n  2
In [2℄ it is shown that K(r) is stritly inreasing and positive, and it is
also shown that for 0 < r < 1
d
dr

K(
p
1  r
2
)
K(r)

=
 
2r(1  r
2
)K(r)
2
and so we have that
K(
p
1 r
2
)
K(r)
is a stritly dereasing funtion on 0 < r < 1.
Equation 3.2 now beomes 1 <
K(
p
1 r
2
)
K(r)
, whih we need to solve. When
r =
p
2=2 we have that 1   r
2
= r, and so K(
p
1  r
2
) = K(r), and hene
that 1 =
K(
p
1 r
2
)
K(r)
. Now, sine we know that this funtion is dereasing we
have that:
1 <
K(
p
1  r
2
)
K(r)
) r <
p
2=2
Now we simply have that:
r <
p
2
2
r
1
1 + Æ
<
p
2
2
1 < Æ
Thus if the length of  on S is l() < k then jz
1
j < jz
2
j and hene
there exists an essential annulus. Hene we an nd a urve homotopially
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equivalent to  whih lifts to irle in 
( ). We an then repeat this proess
for all other SU-urves. If the ondition l(s
i
) < k holds for all SU-urves
in the Shottky uniformization then S an be uniformized by a lassial
Shottky group.
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3.2 Impliations
We now onsider the impliations of our result by looking at Bers' onstant.
It was hoped that the bound in Theorem 3.1.1 would be suh that we ould
use work done with Bers' onstant to show that ertain types of Riemann
surfaes were uniformizable by lassial Shottky groups. The bound in our
theorem is slightly too small for the partiular result we were after, and in
this setion we briey look at impliations following our theorem and suggest
further work.
In [7℄ Bers showed the existene of a onstant B(g), depending only upon
the genus, g, of a losed Riemann surfae, S, suh that there exists a pants
deomposition of S where the length of the 3g 3 urves do not exeed B(g).
A pants deomposition is a way of splitting a losed Riemann surfae into
three-holed spheres, or `pairs of pants' using 3g   3 urves. Muh is known
about Bers' onstant, for example, if we take a pair of pants deomposition
for a genus two surfae S, that is three geodesis j
1
; j
2
and j
3
whih separate
S into two three-holed spheres, we have several methods to get a bound on
the lengths of these urves.
From [11℄ we have that for every ompat Riemann surgae of genus g
there exists a set of urves dening a pants deomposition whih have lengths
dened by l(j
k
)  4k ln
 
8
k

for k = 1; :::; 3g   3. We an easily alulate
that these lengths for a genus 2 surfae to be approximately l(j
1
)  12:90,
l(j
2
)  20:25 and l(j
3
)  25:51.
There are known bounds on Bers' onstant given in terms of the genus
of the surfae, for example, [11℄, B(g)  21(g   1). A lower bound is also
known for B(g) in that B(g) 
p
6g   2 for a genus g surfae.
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For our Shottky uniformization we only need g SU-urves, whih ould
be a subset of the 3g   3 urves suh that the omplement of the SU-urves
is onneted. We do know though there exist multiple sets of g suh urves
in any given pants deomposition (for g  2), and hene many suh sets of
SU-urves with lengths less than B(g).
If we had that Bers' onstant for a given surfae was less than the onstant
in Theorem 3.1.1 then we would have that that surfae was uniformized by a
lassial Shottky group. For instane, taking the example given previously
using the theorem from [11℄, we alulated that for any genus 2 surfae we
have three urves with lengths approximately l(j
1
)  12:90, l(j
2
)  20:25 and
l(j
3
)  25:51 whih dene a pants deomposition. We would require just two
of these for our Shottky uniformization, so we an take the shortest two,
but we an see already that these bounds are a lot more than k whih is the
value we require for lassial Shottky uniformization. We have that k < 3
and so these values are a lot greater.
We have the following onjeture related to Shottky uniformizations:
Conjeture 3.2.1. There exists a onstant S(g), analogous to B(g), for
whih there exists a deomposition of S into a 2g-holed spheres, where the
lengths of the g urves do not exeed S(g). Then S(g)  B(g) for g  2.
Looking bak at Bers' onstant, whilst Bers' proof does not give any in-
formation on B(g) aside from its existene, work has been done as mentioned
above on bounding B(g) by others. A theorem of Graio and Sousa Ramos
[14℄ states that for genus 2 surfaes, B(g) = 2 arosh(2). If our bound k
had been greater than B(2) then we would have all genus 2 Riemann surfaes
uniformized by lassial Shottky groups. Unfortunately our bound, k, is less
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than this, but it is hoped that S(2) < k then we would have had the desired
result. The values that we have are very lose to that stated in the Graio
and Sousa Ramos paper, in that k  2:371776 and B(2) = 2:633915794 so
the values are very lose. Work on S(g) is neessary to progress this further.
Papers suh as [23℄ might be useful to nd if the Riemann surfaes satis-
fying the onditions of Theorem 3.1.1 are known elsewhere. Other possible
work in improving this ould ome from investigating whether it is the ase
that if just one Shottky uniformizing urve has length less than k satisfying
e
k
sin
 
k
4

+ sin
 
k
4

= 2e
k
2
then there exist a full set of dening urves with
shorter length, and hene if one urve has length less than k we have lassial
Shottky uniformization.
Chapter 4
Non-Classial Shottky Groups
In this hapter we nd more examples of non-lassial Shottky groups, us-
ing tehniques from Yamamoto's paper [40℄. Firstly we disuss this paper
in detail, rewriting the paper with all details inluded. We then take this
rewritten paper and use it as a skeleton for the proof that a dierent family of
SG-urves produe a non-lassial Shottky group. Finally we generalise the
step from Yamamoto's example to our example and produe a two variable
family of non-lassial Shottky groups through the following theorem:
Theorem 4.0.1 Let J
a;"
be the free group generated by:
l
a
: z 7!
k + 1
a + 1
iz
h
a;"
: z 7!
k(1  ")
 1
z + (1  ")(k
2
(1  ")
 2
  1)
(1  ")
 1
z + k(1  ")
 1
where k =
p
a
2
+ 2a+ 2. Then J
a;"
is non-lassial for 0  a < 1:4 and for
" < f(a) for some funtion f (given expliitly in Appendix A).
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4.1 Yamamoto's Paper
As disussed in Chapter 2 the rst example of a non-lassial Shottky group
was given in a paper of Yamamoto [40℄. In this hapter we use notation from
Yamamoto's paper, drawing omparisons to previously disussed notation
where appropriate. The Shottky group G
"
is dened by Yamamoto, and is
generated by the transformations l and h
"
below:
l : z 7! = i(
p
2 + 1)z
h
"
: z 7!
p
2(1  ")
 1
z + (1  ")(2(1  ")
 2
  1)
(1  ")
 1
z +
p
2(1  ")
 1
Yamamoto shows that when "  10
 20
then G
"
is non-lassial. The SG-
urves are suh that l sends C
1;"
to C
3;"
and h
"
sends C
2;"
to C
4;"
, and are
expliitly dened as:
C
1;"
= The retangle with verties:
p
2  1 + i(1  "=3)
p
2  1  i(1  "=3)
 
p
2 + 1 + i(1  "=3)
 
p
2 + 1  i(1  "=3)
C
3;"
= l(C
1
)
C
2;"
= fjz +
p
2j = 1  "g
C
4;"
= fjz  
p
2j = 1  "g
The paper gives a proof that G
"
is non-lassial for "  10
 20
, using a
proof by ontradition. The paper uses a number of tehnially dense lem-
mas, and proves these lemmas after proving the main theorem. A lot of the
reasoning behind using the lemmas omes from the proofs, and so it would
feel more natural to prove the lemmas en route to the proof of the main
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C
C
C
C
1,e
2,e
3,e
4,e
Figure 4.1: The dening urves for Yamamoto's non-lassial Shottky group.
Here " is the distane between the inner retangle and the irles
theorem. Some details in the proofs of the main theorem or lemmas are left
to the reader of the paper, but these are generally not trivial alulations,
espeially due to the fat that in various plaes in [40℄ there are some inor-
ret details, through typographial error and oasional mathematial error.
These details do not aet whether the theorem is true but are worth orret-
ing. In this setion we rewrite Yamamoto's paper, making some alterations
to the order of results presented, and orreting the errors. We also inlude
a number of gures whih help with some of the explanation of the details
of the proofs.
Sine the proof of the theorem is tehnially dense in plaes and onsists
of several lemmas on the way we begin by giving an overview of the proof.
We take the four SG-urves dened above, and assume we an nd lassial
SG-urves for G
"
. From the denition of lassial that means we assume
that there exist four eulidean irles C
1
; C
0
1
; C
2
and C
0
2
whih are also SG-
urves for G
"
and whih bound a fundamental domain for G
"
. Considering all
possible images of these four irles under the group we nd a partiular set,
e
C, of image irles whih are nested and interset the real interval(0;
p
2+1)
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one. We introdue Lemma 4.1.3 whih shows that the distane between
onseutive irles in
e
C is less than 10
 2
, where distane is measured along
the real and imaginary axes. Lemma 4.1.3 is proven using Lemmas 4.1.4,
4.1.5 and 4.1.6. Lemmas 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 look at lengths of omponents of the
domain of disontinuity whih interset the real and imaginary axes. Lemma
4.1.6 then relates the regions in Lemmas 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 with the distane
between irles in
e
C. Finally we nd a partiular image of one of C
1
; C
0
1
; C
2
or C
0
2
whih is not in
e
C, whih intersets (0;
p
2+ 1) twie and has diameter
greater than 10
 2
. This means that this irle intersets at least one of the
e
C, whih means that the original irles annot be SG-urves, and so our
assumption that the group G
"
is lassial is inorret.
Theorem 4.1.1. ([40℄) The group G
"
generated by
h
"
: z 7!
p
2(1  ")
 1
z + (1  ")(2(1  ")
 2
  1)
(1  ")
 1
z +
p
2(1  ")
 1
and
l : z 7! i(
p
2 + 1)z
is a non-lassial Shottky group if "  10
 20
.
The rst step is to use the following lemma, whih as stated by Yamamoto
is a lemma of Marden, the proof of whih is given in suÆient detail in
Yamamoto's paper, and is therefore omitted here.
Lemma 4.1.2. ([25℄) Let   be a lassial Shottky group generated by two
Mobius transformations. Let  be an element of  . Then there exists a
fundamental domain for   surrounded by four irles, at least one of whih
separates the xed points of .
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We are now able to begin the proof of Theorem 4.1.1, pausing to prove
neessary lemmas on the way.
Proof. We prove that G
"
is non-lassial by ontradition. Suppose that
for " = 10
 20
we have G
"
is lassial. Then by Lemma 4.1.2 we have a
fundamental domain D
"
for G
"
bounded by four irles, our proposed SG-
urves, C
1
; C
0
1
; C
2
; C
0
2
, one of whih separates 0 and 1, the xed points of
l. Without loss of generality let C
1
be this urve. There will be another
boundary urve of D
"
whih also separates the xed points of l. We let
e
C = fC
1
"
; C
2
"
; C
3
"
; :::; C
N
"
g be the omplete list of images of the SG-urves
under G
"
whih satisfy the following onditions:
(i) Eah C
j
"
separates 0 from 1.
(ii) Eah C
j+1
"
separates C
j
"
from 0.
(iii) C
1
"
, C
j
"
(for j = 2; 3:::N 1) and C
N
"
meet [
p
2+1;1), (
p
2 1;
p
2+1)
and (0;
p
2  1℄ respetively.
An example of a set of irles whih satisfy the above is shown in Figure
4.2.
If C
a
and C
b
are urves in
e
C whih are not separated by other urves in
e
C then C
a
and C
b
lie on the boundary of a fundamental domain, that is a
translate of D
"
. If C
a
= C
j
"
and C
b
= C
j+1
"
then the translate of D
"
is alled
D
j"
.
Let u
jk"
be the point C
j
"
\ i
k 1
R
+
, where k = 1; :::; 4 and R
+
= fx 2 R :
x > 0g. We then dene 
j"
= max
k
fju
jk"
  u
(j+1)k"
jg, the largest distane
between two onseutive irles in
e
C, where distane is measured along the
real or imaginary axes.
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0 Ö2-1 Ö2 +1
Figure 4.2: The set
e
C, with C
1
"
on the outside and C
N
"
nearest to 0.
As mentioned in the overview we are looking to show that a partiular
irle dened later has diameter greater than the gaps between the irles in
e
C, so we now need to nd a bound on the gaps between the irles, that is,
a bound on 
j"
.
In partiular we prove the following lemma whih puts an upper bound
on 
j"
.
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Lemma 4.1.3. ([40℄, Lemma 2) For every 0 < "  10
 20
and every posi-
tive integer 1  j < N ,

j"
< 10
 2
Proof. To prove Lemma 4.1.3 we move to H
"
, the group generated by h
"
and
L = l
2
. This group is used as it preserves the real axis, and the intervals
between the u
jk"
points that we are looking at are simply segments of the
real and imaginary axes. Following the standard notation we let 
(H
"
) be
the domain of disontinuity of this group. This allows us to look at the two
axes separately. To prove this lemma we require a seond lemma:
Lemma 4.1.4. ([40℄, Lemma 3) The length of eah omponent of (
(H
"
)\
R)[(
(lH
"
l
 1
)\iR) whih meets the region made up of the union of segments
given as [ (
p
2+1)
3
; (
p
2+1)
3
℄[i[ (
p
2+1)
4
; (
p
2+1)
4
℄ is less than 2:01(
p
2+
1)
3
(2 +
p
2)
p
".
Proof. To prove Lemma 4.1.4 it is suÆient to prove the following lemma.
This simplies the details by restriting to segments of the real line.
Lemma 4.1.5. ([40℄, Lemma 4) The length of eah omponent of 
(H
"
)\
R whih meets the region [ 
p
2  1; 
p
2 + 1℄[ [
p
2  1;
p
2 + 1℄ is less than
2:01(2 +
p
2)
p
".
Proof. Let W = h
"
Lh
"
L
 1
with xed points:
w
1
= (1  2"+ "
2
)(1 +
p
2) + (1 +
p
2)
p
"(1  2"+ "
2
)(2  ")
w
2
= (1  2"+ "
2
)(1 +
p
2)  (1 +
p
2)
p
"(1  2"+ "
2
)(2  ")
We let I
1
be the omponent of 
(H
"
) \ R whih is bounded by the xed
points of W . All omponents of 
(H
"
) \ R are equivalent under H
"
, but we
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dene three other regions I
2
= h
 1
"
(I
1
), I
3
= L
 1
(I
2
) and I
4
= L
 1
(I
1
)
to make some of the expliit alulations in the proof below simpler.
Let J be a omponent of 
(H
"
) \ R whih is inside C
2;"
or C
4;"
. We
an write J as 
2q
(I ) = h
p
2q
"
L
p
2q 1
:::h
p
2
"
L
p
1
(I ), where I signies one of
I
1
;I
2
;I
3
or I
4
and p
2q
p
2q 1
:::p
2
6= 0.
Calulating the lengths ofI
1
;I
2
;I
3
orI
4
expliitly from their denition
we nd that I
1
and I
2
have the same lengths as eah other, and I
3
and
I
4
have the same lengths as eah other. The length of I
1
(and hene I
2
)
is 2(
p
2 + 1)
p
(1  2"+ "
2
)(2  ")", and the length of I
3
(and hene I
4
)
is 2(
p
2  1)
p
(1  2"+ "
2
)(2  ")". We an see that I
1
and I
2
are longer
than I
3
and I
4
. Looking again at the length of I
1
we an see that
2(
p
2 + 1)
p
(1  2"+ "
2
)(2  ")" < (2 +
p
2)2:01
p
"
and so the length of I is less than (2 +
p
2)2:01
p
". To omplete the proof
we need to show that the length of any image of I under 
2q
is no longer
than the length of I , whih we do by showing that j
0
2q
(x)j < 1, 8x 2 I .
We prove this using indution.
Our method of indution involves rst showing that j
0
2q
(x)j < 1 8x 2 I
is true for q = 1. We then show that assuming it is true for q = n then this
implies it is true for q = n+ 1.
Equivalently we prove in some ases that the image of 
2
(I ) is no longer
than I , and that if we assume 
2n
(I ) is no longer than I then 
2(n+1)
(I )
is also no longer than I . We will often be using indution to prove steps
along the way, so we refer to the indution on q as the q-indution for ease
of referening.
Following the proof in the paper as a guide we now work through the
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details of the indution, labelling the setions of the indution for ease of
reading.
The q = 1 ase. If we set q = 1 we have 
2
= h
p
2
"
L
p
1
. We look at three
ases (i) p
1
= 0, (ii) p
1
< 0 and (iii) p
1
> 0.
For referene, sine they are used frequently in this proof, we mention
that
jh
0
"
(x)j =




(1  ")
2
(x +
p
2)
2




jL
0
(x)j =



i(
p
2 + 1)



=
p
2 + 1
It is useful to briey look at jh
0
"
(x)j to see where this funtion is greater
than one, and where it is less that one. Inside C
2;"
we have that jh
0
"
(x)j > 1
sine


x +
p
2


< 1   " and outside C
2;"
we have that jh
0
"
(x)j < 1 sine


x +
p
2


> 1  ".
Looking rst at the ase where (i) p
1
= 0, we want that j(h
p
2
)
0
(x)j < 1
8x 2 I . For this we use indution on p
2
. Looking at p
2
> 0 we see that
for the initial step of the indution we have jh
0
"
(x)j < 1 for all x 2 I apart
from some x 2 I
2
, but we an see that the image of I
2
under h
"
remains
the same size (it is I
1
). Thus we need to look at h
2
"
for our rst step of the
indution, essentially using a p
2
= 2 stage rather than an p
2
= 1 stage for
the start of the indution.
If we look at j(h
2
"
)
0
(x)j we see that


(h
2
"
)
0
(x)


=




(1  ")
4
( 2
p
2x  3  2"+ "
2
)
2




Analysing this funtion we see that if x <  
p
2 then j(h
2
"
)
0
(x)j < 1. Similarly
if x >
1
2
p
2( 1   2" + "
2
) then j(h
2
"
)
0
(x)j < 1. If we take the region where
j(h
2
"
)
0
(x)j > 1, that is  
p
2 < x <
1
2
p
2( 1 2"+"
2
) we see that I
2
is to the
left of this region, I
1
and I
3
are obviously to the right of this region, and
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for small values of " (speially " < 1  10
 4
) that I
4
is also outside this
region. Therefore we have that for all values of x 2 I we have j(h
2
"
)
0
(x)j < 1.
This ompletes the p
2
= 2 ase of this indution.
Now we need to show that assuming j(h
p
2
"
)
0
(x)j < 1 for p
2
= n then it is
true for p
2
= n + 1.
We an write j(h
n+1
"
)
0
(x)j as
j(h
n+1
"
)
0
(x)j =




d
dx
(h
n+1
"
(x))




=




d(h
n+1
"
(x))
d(h
n
"
(x))








d(h
n
"
(x))
dx




<




d(h
n+1
"
(x))
d(h
n
"
(x))




=
1  2"+ "
2
 
h
n
"
(x) +
p
2

2
We only need to show this is true for n  3, sine we already know this
to be true for n = 2. If we apply h
n
"
to any of the four regions whih make
up I we see that h
n
"
(x) will be inside C
4;"
. If we take values of h
n
"
(x) to
be any value inside C
4;"
and substitute these into the above we get that
j(h
n+1
"
)
0
(x)j < 1 as required.
The indution for p
2
< 0 follows very losely to the above. First we prove
it for p
2
=  2 and then show that assuming j(h
p
2
"
)
0
(x)j < 1 is true for p
2
= n,
n < 0 then it is true for p
2
= n   1. The details follow the exat method
above. This proves ase (i) above.
Looking now at (ii) p
1
< 0 we use an indution method in a similar way
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to the previous ase, where we an write
j(
2
)
0
(x)j = j(h
p
2
"
L
p
1
)
0
(x)j
=




d
dx
(h
p
2
"
L
p
1
(x))




=




dh
p
2
"
L
p
1
(x)
dL
p
1
(x)








dL
p
1
(x)
dx




<
1
p
2 + 1




dh
p
2
"
L
p
1
(x)
dL
p
1
(x)




Then if we let u = L
p
1
(x) and we have a similar situation as in the p
1
= 0
ase in that we have j(
2
)
0
(x)j <
1
p
2+1



dh
p
2
"
(u)
du



, requiring an indution on p
2
.
The indution follows that of the indution in ase (i), exept where before
we tested for x 2 I we now test for u 2 L
p
1
(x). Sine p
1
< 0 in this ase we
have that the regions we onsider are all outside C
2;"
, and hene using these
values we get that j(h
p
2
"
L
p
1
)
0
(u)j < 1, proving the ase of p
1
< 0.
Finally for the rst step of our q-indution we prove the ase of (iii)
p
1
> 0 whih we onsider as having to show that the image of I beomes
no longer under the transformation h
p
2
"
L
p
1
for p
1
positive. We rst look at
p
2
> 0, but the proof for p
2
< 0 is very similar. We an restrit our values of
x to those only in I
1
or I
2
beause if p
1
= 1 we know appliation of L sends
I
3
and I
4
to I
2
and I
1
and we know that j(h
p
2
"
)
0
(x)j < 1 for all x 2 I
from previous work. We therefore need to fous on p
1
> 1 and x 2 I
1
or I
2
.
We an therefore see that any image of I
1
or I
2
under L
p
1
will be outside
C
2;"
, and we know that h
"
is ontrating outside of C
2;"
(jh
0
"
(x)j < 1 for


x +
p
2


> 1  ", whih is preisely those points outside C
2;"
). This means
that the longest interval for h
p
2
"
L
p
1
(x) will be when p
2
= 1. All we need to
show is that h
"
L
p
1
(I ) is shorter than I for all p
1
.
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We want to look at
F
1
=




h
"


p
2 + 1

2p
1
I
1a

  h
"


p
2 + 1

2p
1
I
1b





and
F
2
=




h
"


p
2 + 1

2p
1
I
2a

  h
"


p
2 + 1

2p
1
I
2b





where I
na
and I
nb
are the end points of I
n
. We want to show that these
are both less than jI
1a
  I
1b
j. For small values of " we alulate max
p
1
F
1
and max
p
1
F
2
, and we get that p
1
has absolute value less than 1, and that the
lengths of F
1
and F
2
tend to zero as p
1
inreases so all we need to speially
test is when p
1
is equal to 1.
The length of F
1
and F
2
is shorter than I for p
1
= 1 and therefore so
will any image of I under h
p
2
"
L
p
1
for p
1
> 0. Thus we have proven the rst
step of the q-indution.
Now we have shown that for any ombination of p
1
and p
2
we have that
j(
2
)
0
(x)j < 1 for any x 2 I . We now move on to the seond step of the
indution.
The indution step of the proof. We assume that j
0
2q
(x)j < 1 for
q = 1; 2; :::; n, and try to prove it is true for q = n + 1. We need to prove
j(h
p
2n+2
"
L
p
2n+1
h
p
2n
"
L
p
2n 1
:::h
p
2
"
L
p
1
)
0
(x)j < 1, 8x 2 I or equivalently that the
image of I under 
2(n+1)
is no longer than the image of I under 
2n
. To
show that this is true we look at the ase where (i) p
2n+1
< 0 and the ase
where (ii) p
2n+1
> 0 seperately.
Looking rst at the ase (i) p
2n+1
< 0 we see that from our assumption
that the image of I under 
2n
is shorter than I . Sine p
2n+1
< 0 we have
that the image of I under L
p
2n+1

2n
will be shorter still. Moreover, sine
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the image of I under 
2n
will be inside either C
2;"
or C
4;"
(depending on the
sign of p
2n
) we have that the image under L
p
2n+1

2n
will be inside C
1;"
and
hene outside C
2;"
and C
4;"
. As mentioned previously h
"
(resp h
 1
"
) ontrats
regions outside of C
2;"
(resp C
4;"
) so the image under h
p
2n+2
"
L
p
2n+1

2n
will in
turn be shorter than the image under L
p
2n+1

2n
. Thus the ase of p
2n+1
< 0
is proven.
Now nally we need to prove the ase (ii) p
2n+1
> 0. In the paper
Yamamoto desribes two ases whih we will look at here. The two ases
are (a)   j
2n
(x)j <
p
2 + 1 and (b)
p
2   1  j
2n
(x)j < , where
 = (2  (1  ")
2
)
1
2
is the attrative xed point of h
"
. If we look at ase (a)
we have that



0
2q+2
(x)


=




d(h
p
2q+2
"
L
p
2q+1

2q
(x))
dL
p
2q+1

2q
(x)








d(L
p
2q+1

2q
(x))
d
2q
(x)







0
2q
(x)


<




d(h
p
2q+2
"
L
p
2q+1

2q
(x))
dL
p
2q+1

2q
(x)




(
p
2 + 1)
p
2q+1
<





(1  e)
2
(
p
2 + 1)
p
2q+1
((
p
2 + 1)
p
2q+1
+
p
2)
2





< 1
Now we need to look at ase (b). The proof of this is similar to ase (a)
exept that we need to note that beause of the onditions of ase (b) we
have that jL
p
2q 1

2q 2
(x)j <
p
2   1 and hene p
2q 1
< 0. Taking the same
method as above, but expanding bak to



0
2q 2
(x)


rather than just



0
2q
(x)


we obtain that



0
2q+2


< 1 as required.
This ompletes the indution, and hene the proof of the lemma.
We now show that Lemma 4.1.5 proves Lemma 4.1.4. Using multiple
appliations of l we an see that we an extend the proof of Lemma 4.1.5
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to the region stated in the statement of Lemma 4.1.4. Applying l twie
and three times to the region in Lemma 4.1.5 we get that Lemma 4.1.4 is
true for the parts of (
(H
"
) \ R) [ (
(lH
"
l
 1
) \ iR) whih meet the region
[ (
p
2+1)
3
; 
p
2+1℄[[
p
2 1; (
p
2+1)
3
℄[i[ (
p
2+1)
4
; 1℄[i[1; (
p
2+1)
4
℄.
To show that we an extend this to the whole region stated in the lemma
we simply need to observe that to ll in this region we would apply l
 1
a
number of times. Sine l
 1
is ontrating this does not inrease the size of
intervals, and so we may extend the regions above to the regions of the real
and imaginary axes in the statement of Lemma 4.1.4.
Now, to omplete the proof of Lemma 4.1.3 we need one nal lemma,
given below with detailed proof.
Lemma 4.1.6. ([40℄, Lemma 5) Let  > 0. If ju
jk"
  u
j+1k"
j <  for at
least two values of k 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g then 
j"
< 10
6
.
Proof. We let P
j
= x
j
+iy
j
and R
j
be the entre and radius of C
j
"
respetively.
We let 
j
be the distane between the entres of C
j
"
and C
j+1
"
, that is 
j
=
jP
j
  P
j+1
j. We dene a irle C
0
whih is onentri to C
j+1
"
and tangent
to C
j
, then C
0
is given by (x  x
j+1
)
2
+ (y  y
j+1
)
2
= (R
j
  
j
)
2
, and we let
T be the point of tangeny. We dene S
0
to be the point on C
0
suh that
TS
0
is a diameter. Finally we set u
0
k
= C
0
\ i
k 1
R
+
for k = 1; :::; 4. All this
information is shown in Figure 4.3
Let k
1
and k
2
denote the two values of k for whih ju
jk"
  u
(j+1)k"
j < ,
whih exist by the hypothesis of the lemma. Without loss of generality we
may assume \u
0
k
1
P
j+1
S
0
 \u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
. Let  denote \u
0
k
1
P
j+1
S
0
, and let us
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j2
2
j+1
1
/
j1
4
3j3
j4
/
/
/
/
j+1
/
Figure 4.3: The irles C
j
"
, C
j+1
"
and C
0
.
rst onsider

2
   .
Considering the triangle 4S
0
Tu
k
1
we an see, using the sine rule that
sin  > sinu
k
1
S
0
T , and similarly for 4S
0
Tu
k
2
. Therefore we have
sin  + sin\u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
> sin\u
0
k
1
S
0
T + sin\u
0
k
2
S
0
T
Sine S
0
T is a diameter, and u
0
k
1
is on the irle C
0
we have that 4S
0
Tu
0
k
1
is right-angled. Realling that the radius of C
0
is R
0
j
= R
j
  
j
we have that
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sin\u
0
k
1
S
0
T =
ju
0
k
1
 T j
2(R
j
 
j
)
therefore we have
sin  + sin\u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
>
2
X
r=1
ju
0
k
r
  T j
2(R
j
  
j
)
(4.1)
We now want to derive an inequality for 2(R
j
 
j
) in terms of the lengths
ju
0
k
j. From the denition of the u
0
k
we an see that the maximum the sum of
the ju
0
k
j an be is twie the diameter of C
0
, and the minimum it an be is the
diameter. Hene:
ju
0
1
j+ ju
0
2
j+ ju
0
3
j+ ju
0
4
j  Diameter of C
0
4
X
k=1
ju
0
k
j  2(R
j
  
j
) (4.2)
By the triangle inequality we have
ju
0
k
1
  T j+ ju
0
k
2
  T j > ju
0
k
1
  u
0
k
2
j > ju
0
k
1
j (4.3)
the last part of the above line being due to the fat that the u
0
k
r
are on the
axes.
Combining inequalities (4.2) and (4.3) into the right hand side of Equation
(4.1) we get:
sin  + sin\u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
>
ju
0
k
1
j
4
X
k=1
ju
0
k
j
(4.4)
Sine l has xed points of 0 and 1, and sine C
0
separates them, any
image of C
0
under l will also separate 0 and1 and thus be either one of the
e
C or outside C
1;"
. The image annot be inside C
j
sine l has 0 as a repulsive
point. The image annot be C
j
sine C
j
is tangential to C
0
, so therefore it
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must be outside C
j
. Therefore we have that the images of the u
k
under l
must be outside the u
k
themselves, so we have ju
0
k+1
j < (
p
2 + 1)ju
0
k
j.
We know that k
1
is just one of the k, and so u
0
k
1
is one of the u
0
k
. We
an therefore write
P
4
k=1
ju
0
k
j as ju
0
k
1
j+ ju
0
k
1
+1
j+ ju
0
k
1
+2
j+ ju
0
k
1
+3
j, where the
subsript addition is yli through f1; 2; 3; 4g. We therefore have that
4
X
k=1
ju
0
k
j < ju
0
k
1
j+ (
p
2 + 1)ju
0
k
1
j+ (
p
2 + 1)
2
ju
0
k
1
j+ (
p
2 + 1)
3
ju
0
k
1
j
= ju
0
k
1
j

1 + (
p
2 + 1) + (2
p
2 + 3) + (5
p
2 + 7)

= ju
0
k
1
j(12 + 8
p
2)
< 24ju
0
k
1
j
Therefore Equation (4.4) beomes
sin  + sin\u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
>
1
24
(4.5)
Now, sine we have assumed   \u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
and

2
  <  we have
that sin  > sin\u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
and hene we have from Equation (4.5) that
sin  >
1
48
. Later we shall want an inequality for (1+os ) so from the above
we have
(1 + os )
 1
< 4608 (4.6)
As mentioned earlier C
j
"
and C
j+1
"
, along with two other urves, bound a
fundamental domain for G
"
, so in partiular we have that L(C
j
"
)\C
j+1
"
= ;.
The transformation L preserves any line though the origin, so taking the line
L through the origin and P
j
we see that the line segment from the point A on
C
j
"
whih is R
j
 jP
j
j away from the origin and the point B whih is R
j
+ jP
j
j
away from the origin is a diameter of C
j
"
. We an see that the image of A
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under L will be on the line L and further from the origin than B. Hene we
have:
(
p
2 + 1)
2
(R
j
  jP
j
j) > R
j
+ jP
j
j
(2
p
2 + 2)R
j
> (2
p
2 + 4)jP
j
j
R
j
>
p
2jP
j
j (4.7)
By the triangle inequality it is lear that

j
 jP
j
j+ jP
j+1
j (4.8)
Finally sine the origin lies inside C
0
(sine the origin lies inside C
j+1
"
whih in turn lies inside C
0
) we must have that
jP
j+1
j < R
j
  
j
(4.9)
Combining Equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) we get that

j
<
p
2 + 1
2
p
2
R
j
<
9R
j
10
(4.10)
We now let 
0
= ju
jk
1
"
  u
0
k
1
j and so we neessarily have that 
0
< . We
an see easily that R
j
< jP
j
  u
0
k
1
j + 
0
from the triangle inequality, and so
looking at 4u
0
k
1
P
j+1
P
j
we use the osine rule to get:
(R
j
  
0
)
2
< jP
j
  u
k
1
j
2
= 
2
j
+ (R
j
  
j
)
2
  2
j
(R
j
  
j
) os 
Therefore we have:
(
0
)
2
  2R
j

0
< 2
2
j
  2R
j

j
  2
j
(R
j
  
j
) os 
2
j
(R
j
  
j
)(1 + os ) < 2R
j

0
  (
0
)
2
< 2R
j

0
< 2R
j


j
< R
j
(R
j
  
j
)
 1
(1 + os )
 1
(4.11)
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From Equation (4.10) we get that (R
j
  
j
)
 1
<
10
R
j
and ombining this
with (4.6) we see that Equation (4.11) beomes

j
< R
j
(R
j
  
j
)
 1
(1 + os )
 1

j
< R
j

10
R
j
4608

j
< 5 10
4
 (4.12)
We now look at the ase that 0   <

2
. We have that (1 + os )
 1
< 1
simply beause os  is positive in this range, and so we have that the above
all holds for this ase, sine (1 + os )
 1
< 1 < 4608.
We now turn our attention to v
j"
and look to prove the lemma. Realling
the denition of v
j"
from before Lemma 4.1.3 we an see that
v
j"
= max
k
fju
jk"
  u
(j+1)k"
jg
<
4
X
k=1
ju
jk"
  u
(j+1)k"
j
=
2
X
k=1
 
ju
jk"
  u
j(k+2)"
j   ju
(j+1)k"
  u
(j+1)(k+2)"
j

(4.13)
The last step of the above an be seen from Figure 4.4.
From the triangle shown in Figure 4.4 we an see using Pythagoras that
ju
j1"
 u
j3"
j = 2
q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
. We an do the same for other equivalent triangles
and get that ju
(j+1)1"
 u
(j+1)3"
j = 2
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1
, ju
j2"
 u
j4"
j = 2
q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
and ju
(j+1)2"
  u
(j+1)4"
j = 2
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1
. Then some simple algebra gives
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j2
j+1
j+1
j+1
j1
j
j
j
j4
j3
Figure 4.4: The irles C
j
"
and C
j+1
"
.
us that Equation (4.13) beomes
v
j"
< 2
h
q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
 
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1
+
q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
 
q
R
2
j+1
  x
2
j+1
i
=
2

q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
 
q
R
2
j+1
  x
2
j+1

q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  x
2
j+1

q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  x
2
j+1
+
2

q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
 
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1

q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1

q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1
=
2
 
R
2
j
  x
2
j
  R
2
j+1
+ x
2
j+1

q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  x
2
j+1
+
2
 
R
2
j
  y
2
j
  R
2
j+1
+ y
2
j+1

q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1
(4.14)
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We now have that v
j"
is less than the sum of two frations, and by repla-
ing the denominators of eah fration by the minimum of the two denomina-
tors we see that
v
j"
<
2
 
R
2
j
  x
2
j
  R
2
j+1
+ x
2
j+1

+ 2
 
R
2
j
  y
2
j
  R
2
j+1
+ y
2
j+1

min
n
q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  x
2
j+1
;
q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1
o
=
2
 
2(R
2
j
  R
2
j+1
) + ( x
2
j
+ x
2
j+1
  y
2
j
+ y
2
j+1
)

min
n
q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  x
2
j+1
;
q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1
o
(4.15)
Now we need a few more fats to nish the proof. Firstly we an write
the following, using the triangle inequality and the geometry of Figure 4.4:
 x
2
j
+ x
2
j+1
  y
2
j
+ y
2
j+1
 jx
2
j
  x
2
j+1
+ y
2
j
  y
2
j+1
j
 jx
j
  x
j+1
jjx
j
+ x
j+1
j+ jy
j
  y
j+1
jjy
j
+ y
j+1
j
< (jx
j
  x
j+1
j+ jy
j
  y
j+1
j)(R
j
+R
j+1
) (4.16)
Now, by taking a line through the enters of C
j
"
and C
j+1
"
and from
Equation (4.12) we an see that R
j
 R
j+1
< 
j
+  < (5 10
4
+ 1). From
Equation (4.7) we get jP
j
j < R
j
=
p
2, and hene learly jx
j
j; jy
j
j < R
j
=
p
2.
This gives us that, for example,
x
j
<
R
j
p
2
 x
2
j
>  
R
2
j
2
R
2
j
  x
2
j
>
R
2
j
2
q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
>
R
j
p
2
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Finally we need to look at jx
j
 x
j+1
j+ jy
j
 y
j+1
j. We onsider a triangle
with one vertex at P
j
and one at P
j+1
, with two of its edges parallel to the
axes, and with edges of length jx
j
  x
j+1
j, jy
j
  y
j+1
j and 
j
. We an see
that the minimum that jx
j
 x
j+1
j+ jy
j
  y
j+1
j an be is 
j
, when one of the
other two sides has length zero, and the maximum it an be is
p
2 when the
triangle is isoseles. Hene jx
j
  x
j+1
j+ jy
j
  y
j+1
j 
p
2 <
p
2  5 10
4
.
Combining all of these omments together with Equation (4.16) we get
from Equation (4.15) that
v
j"
<
2

2(R
2
j
  R
2
j+1
) + ( x
2
j
+ x
2
j+1
  y
2
j
+ y
2
j+1
)

min
n
q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  x
2
j+1
;
q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1
o
<
2(R
j
+R
j+1
) [2(R
j
 R
j+1
) + (jx
j
  x
j+1
j+ jy
j
  y
j+1
j)℄
min
n
q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  x
2
j+1
;
q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1
o
<
2(R
j
+R
j+1
) [2(R
j
  R
j+1
) + (jx
j
  x
j+1
j+ jy
j
  y
j+1
j)℄
R
j
p
2
+
R
j+1
p
2
< 2
p
2
h
2(5 10
4
+ 1) + (
p
2  5 10
4
)
i
< 10
6
 (4.17)
as required. This ends the proof of Lemma 4.1.6.
We are now able to prove Lemma 4.1.3. We dene E
j"
to be the doubly-
onneted domain surrounded by C
j
"
and C
j+1
"
. Thus the boundary of E
j"
is
a subset of the boundary of a fundamental domain D
j"
, as in Figure 4.5.
At least two omponents of E
j"
\(R[iR) are inluded in D
j"
\(R[iR), in
fat in Figure 4.5 only two suh omponents oinide, due to the plaing of the
additional two irles in D
j"
. Let these omponents be A
1
and A
2
(there may
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Cε
Cεj+1
j
Figure 4.5: An example of the domain E
j"
and two (dotted) irles whih
ould be added to make a D
j"
.
be others). We an see that eah of A
1
and A
2
lies in a omponent of (
(H
"
)\
R)[(
(lH
"
l
 1
)\iR) meeting [ (
p
2+1)
3
; (
p
2+1)
3
℄[i[ (
p
2+1)
4
; (
p
2+1)
4
℄
and so from Lemma 4.1.4 has length less than 2:01(
p
2+1)
3
(2+
p
2)
p
". From
Lemma 4.1.6 we have that 
j"
< 10
6
2:01(
p
2+1)
3
(2+
p
2)
p
" < 10
8
p
". Hene
if 0 < "  10
 20
then 
j"
< 10
 2
as required. This proves Lemma 4.1.3.
We are now able to prove the theorem in question, that is Theorem 4.1.1.
Let C be a irle meeting [ (
p
2 + 1)
5
; (
p
2 + 1)℄ whih is equivalent
to C
1
under the group generated by l
4
. We may then apply h
"
to C and
look at the properties of this new irle. We see that sine C
1
separates 0
and 1 then so does C. Sine C is outside C
2;"
its image h
"
(C) will meet
[
p
2  1;
p
2 + 1℄ twie, as illustrated by Figure 4.6.
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0 Ö2-1 Ö2 +1
Figure 4.6: The set
e
C, from Figure 4.2, along with h
"
(C).
We know that 1 and  (
p
2 + 1)
5
are outside of C and so h
"
(1) and
h
"
( (
p
2 + 1)
5
) will be inside h
"
(C) and on the real axis. The diameter of
h
"
(C) will therefore be greater than


h
"
( (
p
2 + 1)
5
)  h
"
(1)


.
Calulating this expliitly we see that



h
"
( (
p
2 + 1)
5
)  h
"
(1)



=




 (1  ")
2
 (
p
2 + 1)
5
+
p
2




> 10
 2
However from Lemma 4.1.3 we know that the gaps between the urves in
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e
C is less than 10
 2
, and therefore we see that h
"
(C) meets some C
j
"
. This
means that all images of C
1
, C
0
1
, C
2
and C
0
2
are not disjoint, and hene the
assumption that the group is lassial is inorret.
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4.2 Generalising Yamamoto
We would like to have many more examples of non-lassial Shotty groups,
amongst other things to help progress in the work disussed in Chapter 5.
The following is an example of a non-lassial Shottky group, obtained using
the methods of Yamamoto. We take his example, and experiment with ways
of reating new examples. We would like to reate a three generator non-
lassial Shottky group, but whilst a lot of the details follow through, the
very last step of Yamamoto's proof does not hold, sine we need to plae
four irles in Figure 4.5 rather than just two, and they may blok all four
setions of the axes. Instead we take Yamamoto's example and alter the
diagram slightly by adding a gap of
1
2
above and below eah irle to get a
new family of non-lassial Shottky groups, desribed in Setion 4.2.1. In
setion 4.2.2 we look to further this proess by adding a distane of a above
and below the irles, and then get a bound on a and note its eet on ".
4.2.1 A new non-lassial Shottky group
We look for a seond example of a non-lassial Shottky group, and prove
the following theorem:
Theorem 4.2.1. The Shottky group J
"
with generators:
l : z 7!
2
3

1
2
p
13 + 1

iz
h
"
: z 7!
p
13
2
(1  ")
 1
z + (1  ")(
13
4
(1  ")
 2
  1)
(1  ")
 1
z +
p
13
2
(1  ")
 1
is non-lassial for " < 5 10
 19
.
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The SG-urves are shown in Figure 4.7. We hange the notation slightly
from Yamamoto, and dene the urves as:
C
1
= The retangle with verties:
1
2
p
13  1 + i(
3
2
  "=2)
1
2
p
13  1  i(
3
2
  "=2)
 
1
2
p
13 + 1 + i(
3
2
  "=2)
 
1
2
p
13 + 1  i(
3
2
  "=2)
C
0
1
= l(C
1
)
C
2
= fjz +
p
13
2
j = 1  "g
C
0
2
= fjz  
p
13
2
j = 1  "g
C
C C
C
2
1
1
2
/
/
Figure 4.7: The dening urves for a non-lassial Shottky group. The
distane between the inner retangle and the irles are " and the distane
above and below the irles are "+
1
2
.
Proof. The proof follows that of Yamamoto's example, but with dierent
details. We again assume that the group is lassial and look for a ontra-
dition. We assume the existane of
^
C
1
;
^
C
0
1
;
^
C
2
and
^
C
0
2
whih are lassial
SG-urves for J
"
.
We dene
e
C in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 with
dierent bounds:
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e
C = fC
1
"
; C
2
"
; C
3
"
; :::; C
N
"
g whih is a omplete list of images of the SG-
urves under G
"
whih satisfy:
(i) Eah C
j
"
separates 0 from 1.
(ii) Eah C
j+1
"
separates C
j
"
from 0.
(iii) C
1
"
, C
j
"
and C
N
"
meet the regions

1
2
p
13 + 1;1

,
 
1
2
p
13  1;
1
2
p
13 + 1

and
 
0;
1
2
p
13  1

respetively.
We again dene 
j"
= max
k
fju
jk"
  u
(j+1)k"
jg, and have equivalents to
Lemma 4.1.3, Lemma 4.1.4, Lemma 4.1.5 and Lemma 4.1.6 for our group J
"
.
We give these new lemmas with some details of the proofs.
Lemma 4.2.2. For every 0 < "  5  10
 19
and every positive integer
1  j < N ,

j"
< 8 10
 3
Proof. We dene the real line preserving group K
"
as K
"
= hh
"
; L = l
2
i. To
prove Lemma 4.2.2 we need Lemma 4.2.3 and hene Lemma 4.2.4.
Lemma 4.2.3. The length of eah omponent of (
(K
"
)\R)[ (
(lK
"
l
 1
)\
iR) whih meets the region
"
 
4
9

1
2
p
13 + 1

3
;
4
9

1
2
p
13 + 1

3
#
[
i
"
 
8
27

1
2
p
13 + 1

4
;
8
27

1
2
p
13 + 1

4
#
is less than
16
81
(
1
2
p
13 + 1)
4
2:01
p
2".
Proof. To prove this we use an equivalent to Lemma 4.1.5:
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Lemma 4.2.4. The length of eah omponent of 
(K
"
)\R whih meets the
region

 
1
2
p
13  1; 
1
2
p
13 + 1

[

1
2
p
13  1;
1
2
p
13 + 1

is less than
1
3
(2 +
p
13) 2:01
p
2".
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4.2.4 follows that of Lemma 4.1.5, with dier-
enes in the numerial details, but not in the proess used. We omit it here
for simpliity.
As in Yamamoto's paper, where Lemma 4.1.4 follows from Lemma 4.1.4, here
we have Lemma 4.2.3 follows from Lemma 4.2.4 by the same reasoning.
Next, to nish the proof of Lemma 4.2.2 we require the following.
Lemma 4.2.5. If ju
jk"
  u
j+1k"
j <  for at least two k 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g then

j"
< 2:5 10
5
.
Proof. As in Yamamoto's proof of Lemma 4.1.6 we let P
j
= x
j
+ iy
j
and
R
j
be the entre and radius of C
j
"
respetively and 
j
= jP
j
  P
j+1
j. We
dene a irle C
0
onentri to C
j+1
and tangent to C
j
, then C
0
is given by
(x   x
j+1
)
2
+ (y   y
j+1
)
2
= (R
j
  
j
)
2
and let T be the point of tangeny.
We dene S
0
to be the point on C
0
suh that TS
0
is a diameter and we set
u
0
k
= C
0
\ i
k 1
R
+
.
We let k
1
and k
2
denote two values of k for whih ju
jk"
  u
(j+1)k"
j < .
We assume \u
0
k
1
P
j+1
S
0
 \u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
. Let  denote \u
0
k
1
P
j+1
S
0
, and let us
rst onsider

2
   .
Looking at the triangle 4S
0
P
j+1
u
k
1
we see, using the sine rule, that
sin  > sinu
k
1
S
0
T , and similarly for 4S
0
P
j+1
u
k
2
. Therefore we have
sin  + sin\u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
> sin\u
0
k
1
S
0
T + sin\u
0
k
2
S
0
T
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S
0
T is a diameter and u
0
k
1
is on C
0
, so we have that 4S
0
Tu
0
k
1
is right-
angled, so sin\u
0
k
1
S
0
T =
ju
0
k
1
 T j
2(R
j
 
j
)
therefore we have the same equation as for
Lemma 4.1.6:
sin  + sin\u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
>
2
X
r=1
ju
0
k
r
  T j
2(R
j
  
j
)
(4.18)
Also, with the same reasoning as in Lemma 4.1.6 we have:
ju
0
1
j+ ju
0
2
j+ ju
0
3
j+ ju
0
4
j  Diameter of C
0
4
X
k=1
ju
0
k
j  2(R
j
  
j
) (4.19)
And:
ju
0
k
1
  T j+ ju
0
k
2
  T j > ju
0
k
1
  u
0
k
2
j > ju
0
k
1
j (4.20)
Combining the inequalities of Equations (4.19) and (4.20) into the right
hand side of Equation (4.18) we get:
sin  + sin\u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
>
ju
0
k
1
j
4
X
k=1
ju
0
k
j
(4.21)
In our proof we have the same reasoning to show that the images of
the u
k
under l must be outside the u
k
themselves, but we have ju
0
k+1
j <
2
3
(1+
1
2
p
13)ju
0
k
j beause of the hange in generators and therefore have that
sin  + sin\u
0
k
2
P
j+1
S
0
>
1
1 +
2
3
(1 +
1
2
p
13) +
4
9
(1 +
1
2
p
13)
2
+
8
27
(1 +
1
2
p
13)
3
>
1
13
(4.22)
This implies that sin  >
1
26
, and hene
(1 + os )
 1
< 1359 (4.23)
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We know C
j
"
and C
j+1
"
, along with two other urves, bound a fundamental
domain for G
"
, so in partiular we have that L(C
j
"
) \ C
j+1
"
= ;. L preserves
lines through the origin, so taking the line L through the origin and P
j
we
see that the line segment from the point A on C
j
"
whih is R
j
 jP
j
j from the
origin and the point B whih is R
j
+ jP
j
j from the origin is a diameter. We
an see that the image of A under L will be on the line L and further from
the origin than B. Hene we have:
4
9

1 +
1
2
p
13

2
(R
j
  jP
j
j) > R
j
+ jP
j
j
R
j
>
65 + 8
p
13
47 + 8
p
13
jP
j
j (4.24)
By the triangle inequality it is lear that

j
 jP
j
j+ jP
j+1
j (4.25)
Finally sine the origin lies inside C
0
we must have that
jP
j+1
j < R
j
  
j
(4.26)
Combining the inequalities (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26) we get

j
<
8(7 +
p
13)
65 + 8
p
13
R
j
<
91R
j
100
(4.27)
Dening 
0
= ju
jk
1
"
  u
0
k
1
j (and hene 
0
< ), we an derive the same
equation as in (4.11):

j
< R
j
(R
j
  
j
)
 1
(1 + os )
 1
(4.28)
From Equation (4.27) we get that (R
j
  
j
)
 1
<
100
9R
j
and ombining this
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with (4.23) we see that Equation (4.28) beomes

j
< R
j
(R
j
  
j
)
 1
(1 + os )
 1

j
< R
j

100
9R
j
1359

j
< 1:51 10
4
 (4.29)
We have trivially that (1 + os )
 1
< 1359 for the ase that 0   <

2
sine os  is positive in this range. This means that the above holds for all
.
We now turn our attention to v
j"
and proving the lemma. The details
of this setion are the same as in Lemma 4.1.6, so we look straight at the
following:
v
j"
<
2(R
j
+R
j+1
) [2(R
j
  R
j+1
) + (jx
j
  x
j+1
j+ jy
j
  y
j+1
j)℄
min
n
q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  x
2
j+1
;
q
R
2
j
  y
2
j
+
q
R
2
j+1
  y
2
j+1
o
(4.30)
By taking a line through the entres of C
j
"
and C
j+1
"
we an see that R
j
 
R
j+1
< 
j
+  < (1:51 10
4
+ 1). From Equation (4.24) we have a relation
between jP
j
j and R
j
, and so we have, in a similar way as in Yamamoto's
proof, for example
q
R
2
j
  x
2
j
>
12
13
p
13(
p
13 + 1)(5
p
13 + 8)
389 + 80
p
13
R
j
We have from work in Lemma 4.1.6 that in our ase we have jx
j
 x
j+1
j+
jy
j
  y
j+1
j 
p
2 < 1:51 10
4
p
2.
Combining all of these omments together we get from Equation (4.30)
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that
v
j"
<
26(389 + 80
p
13)
12
p
13(
p
13 + 1)(5
p
13 + 8)
h
2(1:51 10
4
+ 1) + 1:51 10
4
p
2
i
< 2:5 10
5
 (4.31)
as required. This ends the proof of Lemma 4.2.5
We onlude the proof to Lemma 4.2.2 by noting that by dening A
1
and A
2
in the same way as before, in that they are setions of the real or
imaginary axes not overed by the boundary of the domains equivalent to
D
j"
in Figure 4.5. We have that eah of A
1
and A
2
lies in a omponent of
(
(H
"
) \ R) [ (
(lH
"
l
 1
) \ iR) meeting

 
4
9
(
1
2
p
13 + 1)
3
;
4
9
(
1
2
p
13 + 1)
3

[
i

 
8
27
(
1
2
p
13 + 1)
4
;
8
27
(
1
2
p
13 + 1)
4

and so from Lemma 4.2.3 has length less
than
16
81
(
1
2
p
13 + 1)
4
2:01
p
2". From Lemma 4.2.5 we have that 
j"
< 2:5 
10
5
16
81
(
1
2
p
13 + 1)
4
2:01
p
2" < 9  10
6
p
". Hene if 0 < "  5  10
 19
then

j"
< 8 10
 3
as required.
Finally as in Yamamoto's proof we let C be a irle meeting the re-
gion
h
 
 
2
3

4
(1 +
1
2
p
13)
5
; (1 +
1
2
p
13)
i
whih is equivalent to
^
C
1
under the
group generated by l
4
. The diameter of the image of C under h
"
is greater
than





h
"
 
 

2
3

4
(1 +
1
2
p
13)
5
!
  h
"
(1)





=
81(1  ")
2
1381 + 344
p
13
> 8 10
 3
Again, sine C is outside C
2
its image under h
"
will meet [
1
2
p
13 1;
1
2
p
13+1℄
twie. Sine the distane between image irles
e
C is less (from Lemma 4.2.2)
than the diameter of this irle h
"
(C) we see that h
"
(C) meets some C
j
"
,
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ontraditing that all images of
^
C
1
,
^
C
0
1
,
^
C
2
and
^
C
0
2
are disjoint, and hene
the assumption that the group is lassial is inorret.
4.2.2 Generalisation
We now look at adjusting the area above the irles, and see how far the proof
holds. We look to get a two variable family of non-lassial Shottky groups.
The key distanes in the diagrams of initial hoie of urves in the previous
two setions are those along the x-axis, and so we preserve the proximity of
all the urves on the axes, and simply inrease the spae above and below
the irles in x4.2. We study the following arrangement of SG-urves:
2+2a
2k-2 a+e
2k+2
Figure 4.8: The dening urves for a 2-variable family of non-lassial Shot-
tky groups.
Where we have k =
p
2 + 2a+ a
2
. We keep the same notation as in x4.2,
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and dene the urves more preisely as:
C
1
= The retangle with verties: k   1 + i(1 + a 
"
3
)
k   1  i(1 + a 
"
3
)
 k + 1 + i(1 + a 
"
3
)
 k + 1  i(1 + a 
"
3
)
C
0
1
= l(C
1
)
C
2
= fjz + kj = 1  "g
C
0
2
= fjz   kj = 1  "g
We have the following generators for these SG-urves:
l
a
: z 7!
k + 1
a + 1
iz
h
a;"
: z 7!
k(1  ")
 1
z + (1  ")(k
2
(1  ")
 2
  1)
(1  ")
 1
z + k(1  ")
 1
We now show that the group generated by these funtions is non-lassial,
with partiular values of a and ". We prove the following:
Theorem 4.0.1 The Shottky group J
a;"
= hl
a
; h
a;"
i is non-lassial for 0 
a < 1:4 and for 0 < " < f(a) for some funtion f .
The funtion f is given expliitly in Appendix A, but we briey desribe
it here. The funtion is the quotient of two expressions in integer powers of
a, in integer powers of
p
k for k =
p
2 + 2a+ a
2
and in J = (ak + 3k + 4 +
3a + a
2
)
1
2
(16k + 7 + 10a  3a
2
  16a
3
  15a
4
  6a
5
  a
6
+ 4k
3
+ 4ak)
1
2
. the
funtion f is positive inreasing for 0  a < 1:4 and for inputs of this range
of a it outputs numbers of the order of the bounds of " in the two examples
of non-lassial Shottky groups in x4.1 and x4.2.
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Proof. The proof follows the same skeleton as Yamamoto's proof, with dier-
ent details. We assume that the group is lassial and look for a ontradition.
We assume the existane of
^
C
1
;
^
C
0
1
;
^
C
2
and
^
C
0
2
whih are lassial SG-urves
for J
;"
. We state the lemmas whih are equivalents to those in Yamamoto's
paper, but in some ases we omit the proofs here. The methods of proof are
the same, but the details are more unwieldy, with ompliated regions and
numbers. The notations of 
j"
; u
jk"
and  are as in the previous setions,
and K
a;"
is the real line preserving group, hh
a;"
; l
2
a
i. We begin by listing the
equivalents to Lemmas 4.1.4, 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 without proof, and then prove
the equivalent to 4.1.3 afterwards for ease of notation and reading. We on-
tinue to use the notation of k dened above, and introdue other shorthands.
The key feature is that all the shorthands are purely in terms of the variable
a.
Lemma 4.2.6. The length of eah omponent of (
(K
"
)\R)[ (
(lK
"
l
 1
)\
iR) whih meets the intersetion of intervals

 
(k + 1)
3
(a + 1)
2
;
(k + 1)
3
(a+ 1)
2

[ i

 
(k + 1)
4
(a + 1)
3
;
(k + 1)
4
(a + 1)
3

is less than
2:01(k + 1)
2
p
"
(1 + a)
4
p
(1 + a)
4
+ 8k
2
+ 4k(k
2
+ 1)
Lemma 4.2.7. The length of eah omponent of 
(K
"
)\R whih meets the
region [ k   1; k + 1℄ [ [k   1; k + 1℄ is less than
2:01
p
"
(1 + a)(k + 1)
p
(1 + a)
4
+ 8k
2
+ 4k(k
2
+ 1)
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Lemma 4.2.8. If ju
jk"
  u
j+1k"
j <  for at least two k 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g then

j"
<
2k(2(X + 1) +
p
2X )
a + 1

where X is dened as:
4k
p
k
p
(a+ 3)k + k
2
+ a+ 2(k   1)
 1
2
p
k
p
(a+ 3)k + k
2
+ a+ 2 
p
(1 + a)(4k
2
  (1 + a)
5
) + 4k(4 + a+ k
2
)
Lemma 4.2.9. For every 1  j < N ,

j"
<
4:02k(2(X + 1) +
p
2X )(k + 1)
2
p
"
(a+ 1)
5
p
(1 + a)
4
+ 8k
2
+ 4k(k
2
+ 1)
We briey explain how these tie together to prove the theorem. We let
C be a irle meeting the region
h
 (k+1)
5
(1+a)
4
; k   1
i
whih is equivalent to
^
C
1
under the group generated by l
4
. The diameter of the image of C under h
"
is greater than




h
"

 (k + 1)
5
(1 + a)
4

  h
"
(1)




=




 (a + 1)
4
(1  e)
2
 (k + 1)
5
+ k(a + 1)
4




> 10
 2
Again, sine C is outside C
2
its image under h
"
will meet [k  1; k+1℄ twie.
The group is non-lassial if the diameter of this irle is greater than the
bound on 
j"
above. That is that the group is non-lassial if the following
holds:
4:02k(2(X + 1) +
p
2X )(k + 1)
2
p
"
(a+ 1)
5
p
(1 + a)
4
+ 8k
2
+ 4k(k
2
+ 1) < 10
 2
This an be rearranged to give the funtion f in the statement of the theorem,
thus proving that for a given " (dependent on a) we have that J
a;"
is non-
lassial.
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Finally we need to show that we have 0  a < 1:4. Geometrially we
need that 
j"
is positive, whih simplies to
X >
 1
2 +
p
2
This gives us the bound on a as in the theorem.
For ompleteness we give the denition of the funtion f in Appendix A,
showing how " relates to a.
Chapter 5
Further Work
5.1 Criterion for showing if a Shottky group
is lassial
Deiding whether a given Shottky group is lassial or non-lassial is a very
diÆult task, as disussed in x2.3, due to the freedom of hoie of generator
set and hoie of SG-urves. We would like to be able to tell from any
generator set whether the group is lassial or not. One possible way would
be to reate an inequality into whih we ould enter information from the
generator set, and if the inequality holds we have a lassial Shottky group.
Given information suh as xed points of the generators, and the multipliers
we ould insert this information into an inequality then from this deide if
the group is lassial on its given generators. We would expet that large
multipliers with a long distane between xed points would be lassial, and
small multipliers with lose xed points would indiate non-lassial.
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Taking this general theory and produing suh inequalities is not trivial.
We would not expet a omplete answer from this method, simply a riterion
for showing if a Shottky group was lassial, another for if it was non-
lassial, and a grey area in between - that is to say that if a Shottky group
didn't satisfy the lassial inequality then it is not neessarily non-lassial,
and vie versa. Having looked at both an inequality to show lassiality and
an inequality to show non-lassiality we have made some progress on the
former, and so we mention this briey now.
There is an obvious hoie of urves to look at to give lassial SG-urves
for given generators, and that is to use isometri irles.
Denition 5.1.1. Given a loxodromi Mobius tranformation g(z) =
az+b
z+d
,
ad  b = 1 we look at irles whih are mapped to irles of the same radius
by g. The point  = g
 1
(1) is the entre of the isometri irle of g, and
the point 
0
= g(1) is the entre of the isometri irle of g
 1
. We have a
unique irle, I, entred at , whih maps under g to a irle of the same
radius entred at 
0
. This irle I is alled the isometri irle of g and its
image under g, g(I) = I
0
is the isometri irle of g
 1
.
Expliitly given in terms of a; b;  and d we an write the two isometri
irles as
I =





z +
d





=
1
jj

I
0
=




z  
a




=
1
jj

If the isometri irles for a Shottky group do not interset then the
group is lassial on its isometri irles.
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If we have generator g
1
with xed points a
1
and a
2
and multiplier 
2
and
generator g
2
with xed points b
1
and b
2
multiplier 
2
for a two generator
Shottky group,   = hg
1
; g
2
i, we an look to get onditions from isometri
irles. So that we have fewer variables in our inequality we apply a Mobius
transformation to send the xed points to  1 and 1 for g
1
and  X and X
for some X for g
2
. From x2.1 we have that the transformations g
1
and g
2
an
be written as:
g
1
(z) =
1
2
( + 
 1
)z +
1
2
(   
 1
)
1
2
(   
 1
)z +
1
2
( + 
 1
)
(5.1)
g
2
(z) =
1
2X
(X +X
 1
)z +
1
2X
X
2
(   
 1
)
1
2X
(   
 1
)z +
1
2X
(X +X
 1
)
(5.2)
The simple onditions that will ensure that the isometri irles do not
interset are that the entres of the isometri irles must be more than the
sums of the radii apart. We have six inequalities, one for eah pair of irles.
For simpliity, if we have g
1
(z) =
az+b
z+d
and g
2
(z) =
a
0
z+b
0

0
z+d
0
then these six
inequalities are:




 
d

 
a





>
2
jj




 
d

+
d
0

0




>
1
jj
+
1
j
0
j




 
d

 
a
0

0




>
1
jj
+
1
j
0
j




 
d
0

0
 
a
0

0




>
2
j
0
j




 
d
0

0
 
a





>
1
jj
+
1
j
0
j




a

 
a
0

0




>
1
jj
+
1
j
0
j
When we substitute in the values of a; b; ; d; a
0
; b
0
; 
0
and d
0
from (5.1)
and (5.2) into these inequalities, they simplify to give the following four
inequalities.
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 + 
 1


> 2


 + 
 1


> 2


X( + 
 1
)(   
 1
) + ( + 
 1
)(   
 1
)


> j2Xj


   
 1


+ 2


   
 1




X( + 
 1
)(   
 1
)  ( + 
 1
)(   
 1
)


> j2Xj


   
 1


+ 2


   
 1


If a Shottky group satises these onditions then it is lassial with its
isometri irles as its SG-urves.
The value of X is simple to nd using the original four xed points
a
1
; a
2
; b
1
and b
2
. If we let B denote the ross ratio of the four xed points,
that is B =
(a
1
 b
2
)(b
1
 a
2
)
(a
1
 a
2
)(b
1
 b
2
)
then X = 2B   1 + 2
p
B
2
 B.
As mentioned previously, if generators for a Shottky group do not satisfy
the above equations then that does not mean that the group is non-lassial,
just that it is not lassial on that generator set on isometri irles.
We now look at an example of a Shottky group satisfying the inequalities
above, but not being lassial on isometri irles for the given generators. We
take the Shottky group  
1
=
D
5z 3
1
3
z
;
(4 30i)z+
915
2
i
 2iz+(4+30i)
E
, then we have multipliers
5+
p
21
2
and 4+
p
15 respetively. The xed points are
15
2
 
3
p
21
2
and
15
2
+
3
p
21
2
for the rst generator, and 15 
5i
p
2
4
and 15 
5i
p
2
4
for the seond generator.
Using the alulations above we see that B =
1
2
+
97i
p
42
2520
and hene that
X =
i
p
42
1260
(97 +
p
47209). We nd that the inequalities are all satised, and
so we know we have some set of isometri irles whih are SG-urves for this
group. The isometri irles however are not neessarily the isometri irles
of the generators of  
1
sine we have moved the xed points to 1;X and
moving bak to the xed points of the generators above will preserve irles,
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but not whether they are isometri irles or not. We atually have isometri
irles for dierent generators, but these in turn give us SG-urves whih are
irles. The isometri irles for the generators of  
1
given above interset,
but we do have lassial SG-urves on these generators, as shown in Figure
5.1
C
C
C
C
1
1
2
2
/
/
0
Figure 5.1: Classial SG-urves for  
1
.
The irles in Figure 5.1 are C
1
= fjzj = 9g, C
0
1
= fjz   15j = 1g,
C
2
= fjz   15 + 2ij =
1
2
and C
0
2
= fjz   15  2ij =
1
2
.
Initial investigations at improving these inequalities or nding an inequal-
ity to show non-lassiality have not yet been suessful. This is partially due
to the lak of non-lassial examples on whih to work, but partiularly on
the fat that showing a group is non-lassial is a more diÆult problem than
showing that it is lassial.
Finally it is worth noting that this question links to the omments on
uber-lassial Shottky groups in x2.6. An uber-lassial Shottky group
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would be lassial on all generators, so regardless of whih generator set
we used in improved inequalities we would nd that they were satised.
We might be able to use improved inequalities to dene onditions whih
an uber-lassial Shottky group would satisfy, and hene prove or disprove
their existene.
For an uber-lassial Shottky group to exist we would like to be able to
use improved versions of these inequalities to investigate onditions for all
possible generator sets to satisfy the inequalities.
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5.2 Andrews-Curtis Graph
In x2.3.2 we desribed the three Nielsen transformations whih are used to
go from one generator set of a Shottky group to another. We look now at
some questions whih ome about from thinking about these transformations
in further detail. We turn our attention to a two generator Shottky group,
 , and x a base generator set as   = h
1
; 
2
i. If we have a general generator
set for   written as hx
1
; x
2
i, where eah x
i
is a word in 
1
; 
2
; 
 1
1
and 
 1
2
then we an rstly label the three Nielsen transformations from x2.3.2 as:
A: hx
1
; x
2
i ! hx
2
; x
1
i
B: hx
1
; x
2
i ! hx
1
 1
; x
2
i
C: hx
1
; x
2
i ! hx
2
x
1
; x
2
i
We an then look at other generator sets for   as being multiple appli-
ations of Nielsen transformations A - C on h
1
; 
2
i due to the theorem of
Nielsen [33℄ given previously (Theorem 2.2.6).
Any pair of generators that generate our group   an be thought of as
being our base generator set with a nite number of Nielsen transformations
applied. We are able to write any generator set for   in terms of appliations
of A;B and C to our base generator set h
1
; 
2
i, for example, h
 1
2
; 
2

1
i =
BACh
1
; 
2
i.
It may be of use to onsider the graph S( ) onstruted in the following
way. The vertex set of S( ) orresponds to pairs of generators for  , where
any inidenes of xx
 1
or x
 1
x have been simplied. Two verties of S( )
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are joined by an edge if you an get from one generator set to the other
by A;B or C. The edges orresponding to A and B will not be direted
edges sine multiple appliation of either A or B simply moves bak and
forth between two pairs of generators. The edges orresponding to C will
be a direted edge sine multiple appliations of C take us further from the
original generator set. The graph will be 4-valent, sine at any vertex v we
an apply A;B and C, and there will also be a direted edge oming into the
vertex orresponding to appliation of C to a dierent vertex v
0
suh that
C(v
0
) = v. The following are some examples of rules that result in yles on
the graph, inluding:
ABAB = BABA CBCB = BCBC ACABA = CABCAB
It would rstly be interesting to know in greater detail properties of S( ).
If we take   to be a lassial Shottky group we know from x2.3.2 that
some generator sets for   may not neessarily have lassial SG-urves.
Chukrow's onstrution [13℄ shows that Nielsen transformations an totally
alter the shape of the SG-urves. It would be interesting to know whih ver-
ties of our graph S( ) orrespond to generator sets with lassial SG-urves.
Let v

be a vertex orresponding to a set of generators for whih   is lassial
on those generators. Any vertex v
i
joined to v

by a sequene of A and B
edges will also be lassial on those generators, sine A and B do not hange
the SG-urves. Some verties joined to v

by sequenes inluding C may also
be lassial as in some ases the method of onstruting new SG-urves an
result in irles.
It would be interesting to know the answers to the following:
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 Is the set of lassial verties onneted?
 If not, is there a maximum/minimum number of onneted lassial
sets of verties?
 For a given base generator set for a lassial Shottky group is there a
maximum radius in terms of distint edges travelled, after whih the
verties orrespond to generator sets without lassial SG-urves?
A similar onstrution to this is used in studying the Andrews-Curtis
onjeture, and it is interesting to see the links between the two graphs. We
dene the normal losure of a set rst, and then state the Andrews-Curtis
onjeture [4℄.
Denition 5.2.1. The normal losure of a set A in a group G is the smallest
normal subgroup ontaining A.
Conjeture 5.2.2. Andrews-Curtis Conjeture [4℄ If F is free on the
generators x
1
; :::; x
n
and the normal losure of fr
1
; :::; r
n
g is F , then r
1
; :::; r
n
may be hanged to x
1
; :::; x
n
by a nite sequene of the operations below:
A
0
i
: ha
1
; :::; a
i
; :::; a
n
i ! ha
i
; :::; a
1
; :::; a
n
i
B
0
: ha
1
; :::; a
n
i ! ha
1
 1
; :::; a
n
i
C
0
: ha
1
; a
2
; :::; a
n
i ! ha
1
a
2
; a
2
; :::; a
n
i
D
0
g
: ha
1
; :::; a
n
i ! hga
1
g
 1
; :::; a
n
i for g 2 G
We an see that these transformations are related to our transformations
A;B and C. A
0
i
and B
0
are just generalisations of our A and B. C
0
is
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obviously losely linked to our C, with right multipliation rather than left.
Expliitly,
C
0
hx
1
; x
2
; :::; x
n
i  A
2
BA
2
BCA
2
BA
2
Bhx
1
; x
2
; :::; x
n
i
In [8℄ and [9℄ the authors introdue the Andrews-Curtis graph, whih uses
slightly dierent, but equivalent transformations:
(i) hx
1
; :::; x
i
; :::; x
j
; :::; x
k
i ! hx
1
; :::; x
i
x
1
j
; :::; x
j
; :::; x
k
i
(ii) hx
1
; :::; x
i
; :::; x
j
; :::; x
k
i ! hx
1
; :::; x
i
x
1
j
; :::; x
j
; :::; x
k
i
(iii) hx
1
; :::; x
i
; :::; x
k
i ! hx
1
; :::; x
 1
i
; :::; x
k
i
(iv) hx
1
; :::; x
i
; :::; x
k
i ! hx
1
; :::; x
w
i
; :::; x
k
i for w 2 G
These an easily be seen to be equivalent to A
0
i
- D
0
g
. Operation (iv) is
equivalent to A
0
i
D
0
w
A
0
i
, (iii) is equivalent to A
0
i
B
0
A
0
i
. Depending on the sign
in the index of x
j
we have that
(i)  A
0
j
A
0
2
A
0
i
C
0
A
0
i
A
0
2
A
0
j
or A
0
j
B
0
A
0
2
A
0
i
C
0
A
0
i
A
0
2
B
0
A
0
j
and that
(ii)  A
0
j
A
0
2
A
0
i
B
0
C
0
B
0
A
0
i
A
0
2
A
0
j
or A
0
j
B
0
A
0
2
A
0
i
B
0
C
0
B
0
A
0
i
A
0
2
B
0
A
0
j
Similarly we an show that A
0
i
- D
0
g
an be written in terms of (i) - (iv).
We an now look at the Andrews-Curtis graph 4
n
(G;N)
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We take a group G and N  G, and look at the graph 4
n
(G;N) where
the verties are n-tuples of elements in N whih generate N as a normal
subgroup. We join two suh verties of4
n
(G;N) by an edge if we an obtain
one n-tuple from the other using one of the operations (i) - (iv). The link
with the graph we were looking at for a Shottky group is that if we let the
N = G then the vertex set is those n-tuples whih generate G. The edges are
dierent, sine they orrespond to ombinations of our operations A - C and
extra edges due to the onjugation edges. The Andrews-Curtis onjeture
an be rewritten as: For n  2, the Andrews-Curtis graph 4
n
(F
n
; F
n
) is
onneted.
The Andrews-Curtis graph and the graph S( ) have many similarities,
and there may be links between the two problems. It may be that one is
a subgraph of the other. In [8℄ the authors mention that `still virtually
nothing is known about the properties of the Andrews-Curtis graph for free
groups', and it would seem more likely that for any progress to be made with
the lassial Shottky group questions mentioned above, progress would rst
have to be made with properties of the graph S( ) or the Andrews-Curtis
graph.
This problem also has links to uber-lassial Shottky groups. We ould
investigate the question of the existane of suh groups via the graph S( )in
x5.2. As disussed, it would be interesting to know if there is a maximum
radius of lassiality to the graph, and if the radius is innite then we would
have the existane of an uber-lassial Shottky group.
Appendix A
Expliit Formula for "
As disussed in x4.2.2 we now give an expliit formula for the bound on " in
terms of a. We set a few preliminary shorthands for ompliated expressions
in a; rstly we use k to denote the following:
k =
p
2 + 2a+ a
2
We then dene J in terms of a and k as follows:
J =
 
ak + 3k + 4 + 3a+ a
2

1
2
 
16k + 7 + 10a  3a
2
  16a
3
  15a
4
  6a
5
  a
6
+ 4k
3
+ 4ak

1
2
Our bound on " will be given in terms of three expressions, A, B and C
whih are in terms of a, J and k. We give the three denitions of A, B and
C on the next few pages, and nally give the inequality giving us the bound
on " in terms of A, B and C.
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A =  31 + 3640a
11
+ 552a
13
+ 16a
15
+ 120a
14
  352a  3066a
8
 1832a
2
+ 3440a
9
  18488a
6
+ 5096a
10
  12224a
7
  17976a
5
 12180a
4
  5768a
3
+ a
16
+ 840a
4
J
p
k + 4J
p
k
 32k   336ak + 480a
3
J
p
k + 40a
9
J
p
k + 1008a
5
J
p
k
 4k
3
+ 4a
10
J
p
k   8208a
7
k   4200a
8
k   1520a
9
k   840a
6
k
3
 372a
10
k   56a
11
k   480a
7
k
3
+ 840a
6
J
p
k   8820a
4
k
 11904a
5
k   40ak
3
  180a
2
k
3
  11592a
6
k   840a
4
k
3
 480a
3
k
3
  180a
8
k
3
  40a
9
k
3
  4a
10
k
3
  4a
12
k   4600a
3
k
+180a
2
J
p
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7
J
p
k   1604a
2
k + 40aJ
p
k
+180a
8
J
p
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5
k
3
+ 1708a
12
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B =  337918 + 8516a
11
+ 974a
13
+ 16a
15
+ 153a
14
  1628226a
 674679a
8
+ 3983a
12
  3979981a
2
  153462a
9
  3918453a
6
 9271a
10
  1905392a
7
  6085238a
5
  7176507a
4
  6318596a
3
+a
16
+ 592
p
2aJ
p
k
5
+ 736
p
2aJ
p
k
7
+ 88
p
2a
2
J
p
k
13
+88
p
2a
2
J
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k
9
+ 16
p
2a
3
J
p
k
13
+ 16
p
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3
J
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k
9
+4
p
2a
4
J
p
k
13
+ 4
p
2a
4
J
p
k
9
+ 144
p
2aJ
p
k
13
 4976
p
2a
11
  112216k + 680
p
2a
2
J
p
k
5
  1976
p
2a
10
k
 477648ak   136896
p
2  49824
p
2k   6292k
7
 512
p
2a
12
  6316k
3
  2656
p
2k
7
  3258000
p
2a
4
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p
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J
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+ 16
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5
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11
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2
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 5336
p
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2ak   224
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2
k
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2ak
9
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4
J
p
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9
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p
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11
 678304
p
2a  2778816
p
2a
3
  266152a
7
k   85056a
8
k
+9136a
6
k
3
  2860a
10
k   196a
11
k + 7840a
7
k
3
+ 352a
2
J
p
k
9
 19392a
9
k   1471244a
4
k   1098480a
5
k   20964ak
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C =  15800a
4
k
3
+ 1612a
5
k
3
  32360a
3
k
3
+ 3960a
8
k
3
+ 1344a
9
k
3
+64a
3
k
9
+ 60a
4
k
9
+ 24a
5
k
9
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6
k
9
+ 4a
12
k
3
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12
k
+48a
11
k
3
+ 48a
3
J
p
k
13
+ 64a
3
J
p
k
9
+ 64a
3
J
p
k
11
 5352
p
2a
2
k
5
  1872
p
2a
3
k
7
  3912
p
2ak
7
  362120
p
2a
6
k
 161544
p
2a
7
k   53720
p
2a
8
k   752448
p
2a
3
k   614504
p
2a
5
k
 12760
p
2a
9
k   510624
p
2a
2
k   3120
p
2a
3
k
5
  1200
p
2a
4
k
5
 720
p
2a
4
k
7
  168
p
2a
5
k
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  24
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2a
6
k
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p
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2
k
7
+264a
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5
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6
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k
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3
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k
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p
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k
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p
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p
k
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3
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p
2J
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k
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p
k
7
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p
2k
9
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4
J
p
k
5
 13080ak
5
  12860a
2
k
5
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6
k
5
  600a
5
k
5
  2700a
4
k
5
 1448ak
9
  8876ak
7
  1252a
4
k
7
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3
k
7
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11
 131840
p
2a
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p
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p
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  2873800
p
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p
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2
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k
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6
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k
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2
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2
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k
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3
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p
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p
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p
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6
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p
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8
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We then ombine these three terms to get our bound on " whih depends
only on a:
" <
A
646416(B + C)
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